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Dama ge down

with STYLE
By Ed Garland

The STYLE (Stop Trashing Your ·Living Environment) Council hopes· its anti-vandalism
video tape will help eliminate broken windows like these.(Chades Smith Jr. photo)

Resident _hall damage has
decreased over the previous year
according to figures compiled
and released by the STYLp
(Stop Trashing 'Your Living
Environment) committee last
week.
Area I Coordinator, Anne
Lawing, committee chairperson,
said "the most extreme damage
we've found is related to damage'
done to fire extinguishers, broken windows, and trash cleanup." This accounted for
$10,837.30 of the Fall '84 bill.
Lawing said students paid
eight percent less in 1984 than
in the Fall of 1983. In the Fall
of 1983, students were billed
$36,443, but in the fall of 1984
they were billed $29,514.

Lawing said staff and facilities
service people have worked
harder to make students more
aware of dorm damage on campus. This might-account for the
decrease in vandalism, Lawing
added.
"The committee is in its first
year, Lawing said, and the
STYLE committee is made up
of ten volunteer students and
Hall Directors Bruce Perry and
Val Randall, said Lawing.
Lawing said the STYLE committee will be releasing a
twenty-minute videotape explaining to students how costs
are determined and how damage
is assessed. Dorms will be able
to show this movie during their
scheduled movie nights, she

said.

Apple compu ter parts stolen
bag or pocket book because it
was so small. To get to the
interface card, he said, the thief
must have taken the cover off
(of the computer)."
"We're not sure what can be
done to make it more secure,"
Littlefield said. "It's fairly restricted now."
Littlefield said the thief had
to gain access with a key or
through an unlocked door. But,
he said, the door was locked the
next morning.
"This is more of, an inconvenience than anything," Littlefield
said. "The terminal will have
to be shut down while the parts
are being reordered. We can't
afford to keep replacing things
forever."
If they have to hire more
people to watch the cluster, or
if the break-ins continue, the
computer users may have to be
charged a fee, according to
Littlefield.
"It's very hard to trace these
parts," Littlefield said. He added
that the computers themselves
have identifiable serial numbers,
but the cards are almost impossible to distinguish. .
Littlefield said there is very
little chance of recovering the
parts and so far there are no
suspects.
Security has been stepped up
in hopes of preventing future
robberies. But, according to a
spokesman from campus securFreshman Paula Gianneto runs her program through an Apple ity, "nothing can be done to
it from ever happening
computer at the Stoke Hall cluster. Equipment valued at $250 prevent
again."
was reported missing last week. (David Drouin photo)

By Karen Holbrook
According to Dave Littlefield,
There ·have been two robber- a computer literacy instructor
ies at the Stoke cluster computer · at the University, the cost for
terminal within the last three replacing both the interface
card, which connects the comweeks.
Last Wednesday morning an puter to the printer, and the
interface card was discovered super saver, which checks the
missing from one of the Apple voltage going into the computer,
terminals in the Microcomputer will be about $250.
·Lit_tiefieldsaid they first
room at the cluster. Two weeks
thought the thief may have just
earlier a "super ;Saver" was
ut the su er ·saver in a duffel
stolen from the same room.

UNH Public Safety officers examine uprooted parking meter
minus its money box outside the MUB on Sunday.(Edmund
Mander photo)

Legal Servic es
chang es law firms
By Kris Snow
Starting next year UNH Legal Services will provide evening off ice hours, and increased
accessibility to students.
The result, says Craig Evans,
who will provide those services
come September, will be better
legal advice for more UNH
.students.
The Student Senate voted to

accept the $20,000 bid by Evans
and his associate Stephen White
at their meeting Sunday night.
The current firm, Mulvey and
N oucas, of Portsmouth was one
of the five firms to submit bids,
but wanted more than the
$23,000 the Senate had budgeted
for it, said Jim Durdan, Senate

LEGAL, page 15
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Know thyself with Fireside Learning Experience
By Vera Mouradian
Imagine going on a rockclimbing trip or a winter camping excursion for a weekend as
an educational experience and
sometimes winding it up by
spending a night in your professor's backyard.
The Fireside fo~perience Program provides students this type
of learning experience.
Associate Dean of Students
Dan Garvey said the program
gives members of the UNH
community the opportunity to
learn about themselves and
others, as well as the outdoors,
through a variety of learning
environments.
The Fireside Experience Program otters six weekend trips
per semester to a variety of
places, which in the past have
included rock climbing, urban
trips to Boston, and islandhopping, according to Pamela
Kerr, Director of the Fireside
Experience Program.
These trips are open to everyone- "students, instructors,
professors, and deans are all
encouraged to participate," said
Kerr. No experience or gear is
necessary to participate (gear
is provided) and there is a $20
fee for the trip. ·
The number of participants
on each trip is limited to 12, each
person is limited to one trip per
semester. These participant
limits keep the groups small
enough "to allow them to function as they were meant to,"
Kerr said, adding this will keep.
the groups from expanding
much over the next few years
to keep up the quality of the
program experiences and to give
people a chance to participate
since waiting lists are common
for these trips.
The Fireside Experience Program has five goals which the
program directors have set for
the groups they lead. One of
these goals is to break down the
barriers and stereotypes that
come between people.at UNH.
"This is why everyone is
encouraged to get involved and
why participants are discouraged from signing up for trips
with people they already know,"·
Kerr said.
The Summer Fireside Program in August, which is de-signed especially for incoming
freshman, provides a five-day
trip and at the end of the fiveday trip the students spend a
night camping in a professor's
backyard with the professor and
his family. ·
"This allows students to get
an impression that the professor
is a person as well as a professor," says Debbie McGinely, a

, member of the Fireside Experience staff.
"Another goal of the Fireside
Experience Program is to provide a variety of vigorous learning environments," Kerr said.
"These learning environments
are not necessarily just physical," she said, "because what
is vigorous for me may not be
for someone else and vice versa,
but the learning always involves
risk, whether physical or emotional. The risk is an important
element. It allows us to grow.
Participants grow. They learn
to cooperate and trust in these
groups because they are such
suggestive groups."
Encouragement of responsible behavior and group rnteraction is another important goal
of the Fireside Experience Program.
·
Participants work toward
improvement in these areas ..by
making-group decisions before
and during the trip and through
discussions, Kerr said. Group
discussions also play a role in
the study of male/female roles,
still another goal of the program, as do "role reversals"
where the women put up the
tents and the men cook. Finally,
a goal of the program is to
provide a non-alcoholic program of weekend fun for the
UNH community she said.
Each trip is led by two of the
12 students (six male, six female) who make up the Fireside
Experience Staff. Staff members
are given two credits per semes- .
ter for running the program and
have a number of requirements
to fulfill. The goal for staff
members is leadership Kerr
said. For training, staff members
must attend a three to five day
training session, attend weekly
meetings, one of which they
must design and lead, and lead
one uip per semester of their
own design. A participant observer and an alumni staff
member is also hired for each
trip to give feedback to leaders
at the end of a weekend as to
leadership styles and how they
can be improved.
The Fireside Experience Program was created in 1980 by
Daniel Garvey after he went on
an Outward Bound trip and
found he had learned many
useful interpersonal skills as
well as outdoor skills from his
experience, Kerr said.
For the first two years of its
existence, Garvey ran the Fireside Experience Program with
the help of volunteer faculty and
staff, offering four to five trips
per year, said Kerr.
Starting in 1982, the Fireside
Experience Program became

firmly established as a U niversi ty program, with its own
director and staff and now offers
12 trips per year.
Garvey's role in the program
now is to help Kerr to oversee
it, he said.
Garvey said he thought the
program was "exciting. The
program has continued to develop. They're (the director and
staff) trying new things, providing more variety, high quality
instructors and the trips are
safer. It's a tremendous asset
to the University, both for
participants and student leaders,
and I feel good about my small
part in creating it."
Participants and staff seem
to share Garvey"s enthusiasm
for the Fireside Experience
Program. Tom Dinsmore, a
junior Physical Education and
Outdoor Education major and

a Fireside Experience staff uing Education, has been on two
member, said the program was of the trips sponsored by the
"not just a learning process. We program, a rock climbing trip
set goals for ourselves and try last semester and a winter
to attain them, but we also try camping expedition this semesto help each other to achieve ter.
"I learned a lot about group
these goals ... You tie in your
students. That's what Fireside dynamics. It's wonderful to see
Experience is about; people all the relationships working
with.in the group as well as
caring about people. It works."
Kathy Dubois, a senior Nu- across the group," he said.
"One of the most wonderful
trition and Outdoor Education
major, and also a staff member, things is that you all hav.e a
attributes her joining the staff common interest on these trips
largely to her experience on a that breaks down these stereoFireside _Experience trip she ·ryped lines (sexual roles). You
took. "I was thinking of app- get granolas, engineering malying for a position on the jors, New Testament FellowFireside staff when I took the ship members, liberal arts stutrip. I got a lot out of that trip dents, all kinds of people who
and 1 was impressed by the trnd they have sometbrng rn
program. I've been on the staff common."
Besides their regular program
for two semesters now."
Rick Agran, who is enrolled
in the Department of Contin- FIRESIDE, page 15

Authors mix vows and words
By Marc Carroll

The couple discussed the _ Rivers, prompted by too
Caryl Rivers and Alan Lupo, problems of being journalists many hands across the face,
apart from each other ·as well.
authors of For Better or Worse,
suggested that she might please
Lupo said he grew tired of the audience by taking off her
don't let each other's ego create
being a reporter after working own shirt.
conflicts in their marriage.
too many nights writing stories
Rivers freelances and has
Rivers was cut from the
submitted pieces to Ms., Good that didn't end up printed in the show's final airing. •
Housekeeping, Redbook, and newspaper.
Rivers and Lupo didn't negRivers described a talk show lect all seriousness though. They
The N e1f! York Times. Lupo
writes every Saturday for The in which she had to plug her said journalism students today
Boston Globe, has been a TV latest book, and was seated have to become aware of current
newsman, and worked for WBZ between Arnold Schwartze- events.
negger and the blond bombshell
and WGBH in Boston.
Students should compensate
·
"I had my shot, she had her host.
for journalists who were, in the
The host reached across her past, more often exposed to the
shot, and I'll have my shot, then
she'll have her shot," said Lupo face several times during the 'seamier' side of life. Journalism
in the Forum Room of the taping, said Rivers, and grabbed students know very little about
iibrary last night, on the subject hold of Schwartzenegger asking history today said Lupo.
of handling marriage between him to take off his shirt and
show his 'pees' to the audience. WRITERS, page 16
two journalists.
How do two journalists fit
into today's scene having neglected it for so long raising two
children, and having full-time
careers?
Rivers told the audience that
today she mixed well with-the
people who discussed the "auteur" theory of f ilmmaking at
parties.
"Did you know Benji is really
a figme of death?"
Not only was Rivers sarcastic,
but her husband was as well.
Lupo read from a radio script
commentary about three
teachers who tried to divide
Jewish kindergarteners equally
into morning and afternoon
sessions ,at a local school. The
teachers came up with the idea
of putting a picture of a bagel
on the Jewish children's application forms.
Lupo suggested potatoes for Journalists Alan Lupo and Caryl Rivers spoke about their work
the Irish students, and _chitlins and their marriage at the Writer's Series presentation last
for the blacks.
night.(Susan M~rtimer photo)

NEWS IN BRIEF
Dachau horror
remembered ·
At Dachau, West Germany, where a Nazi death
camp is located, over 2000 people from: 38 countries
attended Jewish, Roman Catholic, and Protestant
services to mark the 40th anniversary of the
liberation.
Millions of Jews, Poles, Russians, and other
political opponents, were imprisoned and executed
during the 12 years of Nazi rule.
Max Fischer, state secretary of the Bavarian State
government, said, "We cannot undo what was done
here. But we can prevent it from ever happening
again. "

Teen reported missing
Lisa Ruth Wilbur, 15, has been reported missing.
Wilbur has brown eyes, weighs 110 pounds and
is between 5 foot 2 and 5 foot 3. She could be riding
a Se~rs boys' model 10 speed bicycle.
Kittery police have been searching for the brown
haired girl since April 23 but are ~rearing the case
as a runaway. Wilbur is believed to be in the local
area.
I

Yogi Berra fired
from Yankees
Yogi Berra was fired Sunday as manager of the
New York Yankees and replaced by Billy Ma:-tin:
It will be Manin's fourth time as manager of the
Yankees.

George Steinbrenner, the club's owner, said, "This
action has been taken by the Yankees and we feel
it is in the best interest of the club."
Steinbrenner had said earlier that Berra would
manage the team for the entire season regardless
of the Yankees' performance.
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Senato r resign s
over VP's remar k

Sawyer Hall residents held their annual whiffleball tournament to benefit the Ronald McDonald
.House in Brookline, Mass. (David Drouin photo)

Caboo dle gets a tune-u p
By Andrea Holbrook
The new rule, said Jim Dur- conditions."
Durdan said non-judicial evThe Student Senate did some dan, chairman of the Judicial
more fine-tuning of the Caboo- Affairs Council, "integrates the idence such as in-house write
dle Rights and Rules during the UNH Mediation Project into ups may not be used to deterfinal Sunday night meeting of the present judicial system. It mine guilt or innocence because
bias, but will
the John Davis and Ted Eynon allows Mediation to work with they could create a
the Judicial system on cases like be used to determine penalties.
administration.
Hearing officers . have to
The Senate added a paragraph roommate disputes that are very
to section 13-Discipline dealing difficult for the judicial system maintain the same standards
as hearing boards because of a
with the UNH Mediation pro- to handle," said Durdan.
A change in Rule 13.4-10 change in Rule 13.27. Durdan
ject. The Mediation Project is
a resource for the student body which deals with rules of evi- said students are currently given
dence, now allows non-judicial the option of appearing before
to use to res<?lve disputes.
records to be admitted as guide- a hearing officer or a hearing
disputes.
According to Mariquita Mor- lines in determining penalties. · board, as administrative policy.
Durdan said the idea of using Because the policy has worked
rison, program assistant to the
Dean of Students, "Mediation non-judicial records has "never so well said Durdan, it should
is not legally binding" but solved been dealt with; it's new ground. be a student right.
A hearing officer would also
disputes "have never been brok- There is nothing in the Cabooyou
not
or
whether
about
dle
the
half
a
and
en in the year
can use it and under what
program has run."

"It was an inappropriate
By W. Glenn Stevens
action," Gustafson said. "I haIn a heated confrontation at
the April 21 Student Senate ven't stood for it in the past,
and I don't want to stand for it
meeting, freshman Senator Leonow."
nard Dodge resigned his post
"There is a certain decorum
because of "out-of-line" remarks
in the Student Senate that must
made by Student Body Vice
be followed," Dodge said. "Had
President-elect Jeff Foy.
During the meeting, Dodge Jeff come up to me afterwards,
introduced a Rights and Rules it would have been all right."
"It was a valid comment," Foy
bill. He referred some questions
regarding the bill to Senator Jim
Durdan, Judicial Affairs Council
Chairman.
Foy, upset that Dodge did not
know all the specifics of the bill
he was introducing, !)LUuu up
and said senators should not
introduce bills they "know
nothing about."
Kraig Gustafson, Senate
speaker, interrupted Foy's comments, saying they were inappropriate to the matter at hand.
Dodge made an obscene hand
gesture at Foy, and then left the
meeting. He said he was humiliated and embarrassed at Foy's
comment.
"I think Jeff's actions were
very unprofessional," said Gustafson this week. "I hope this
isn't indicative of the upcoming
year."
LEONARD DODGE
Since Foy followed par liamentary procedure in making
his remarks, the Senate can take
said. "It wasn't directed at
no official action against him.
"Lenny was familiar with the Lenny, Lenny was just speaking
bill he was introducing," Gus- at the time," he said.
Foy admitted that his remark
tafson said. "He had worked on
have been "out of line."
may
it in the past," he said.
"You just have to understand
"Len asked me to help him
out with a couple of the ques- that Jeff is new to the situation,"
tions which I answered," Dur- Durdan said.
"If Jeff's excuse for doing this
dan said.
"Jeff's statement was forceful is lack of experience, then I have
and sarcastic," Durdan said. "It serious doubts as to how well
next year's administration is
was aimed at the whole Judicial
.
going to run/' said Dodge. .
Affairs Committee," he said.

.Myste ry sludge
on Golleg e Brook
By Kelly Anderson
There's something fishy floating in College Brook these days,
nobody seems to know what it
is, or who is responsible for it.
The grounds crew blame the
Service building, the Heating
Plant people blame the fire
station and sculpture students,
and Plant and Maintenance
blames the people further up
the brook.
"It almost looks like sewage,"
one construction worker remarked about the thick, graybrown sludge sitting on the
· surface of the brook between
the Spaulding Life Science building and the Fire Station on
College Road.
A worker from the UNH
Water Utilities office who asked
not to be named said he thought
it was manganese or iron which
has risen from the ground.
John Sanders, director of
UNH Plant Maintenance director, said he also thinks the
pollution is natural.
"The brook starts out as a
drainage ditch at the Route 4
by-pass. It gathers all sorts of
neat stuff before it hits the
middle of campus," he said.
This "neat stuff" includes
debris from parking lots, roads,
and the construction presently

underway, Sanders said. Every
time it rains, all of this dust and
mud gets washed into the brook,
he said.
The University recently purchased a floating barrier-dyke
system to prevent the unattractive substance from continuing
on down through the rest of
campus, Sanders said. The device, which looks like a giant
white sausage, sits on top of the
water where the brook disappears beneath Spaulding.
Sanders said he did not know
the cost of the barrier.
"I don't want to point the
finger, because there's really no
way of telling where it's coming
from," said Ronald Lavoie,
UNH Grounds and Roads assistant manager. But there was
a recent oil leak by a truck near
the UNH Service Building, he
said.
Lavoie said UNH is looking
into a charcoal-filter system for
A filter in the College Brook catches debris near the Spaulding Life Sciences building. Officials
the brook.
"We don't know the price (of say they don't know where the pollution comes from.(Charles Smith Jr. photo) ·
the filter) yet, but if it works
"That water is cleaner than in the dusty cement-floored
it will be worth it to us," Lavoie from these plants could enter
·
water you drink-it's pure basement of the plant.
the
water.
the
said.
"We've got everything pretty ·
"We' re not connected to any condensation from the maPersonnel from the UNH
Heating Plant and Lamprey · sewer-our drainage system is chines," Fred Delorenzo, As- well under control as far as that
Solid Waste Incinerator, which completely self-contained," said sistant Heating Plant foreman, type of thing goes," Delorenzo
are built directly over the brook, Dick Rugg, Lamprey Incinerator said about the liquid that can said.
be seen running down the drains
deny that there is any way waste administhtor.

Fiesta shows other cultures
By Christina Felix

Another lounge in Smith Hall
The expected turnout, accordThe 2nd Annual International will display artifacts, collected ing to Spahr, is 7,500 people.
Fiesta will be held on Friday, from students and people in the "There is a lot more publication
May 3, from 11 am-5 pm on the seacoast area, according to Ri- and organizaton so we expect
front lawn of Smith Hall.
chard Spahr, Smith's Resident a bigger turnout this year," said
The International Fiesta is Hall director. Examples of the Spahr.
sponsored by Students for In- artifacts displayed are loom
Sarah Linstead, Smith Hall
ternational Programming and weaving, coin. collections, world resident and organizer for the
Smith Hall International Cen- currency, and sports equipment International Fiesta, said "eveter, and funded by Residential including a Japanese fencing ryone in the dorm is pretty
Life, Dean of Students Office outfit.
excited about the fiesta."
(DOSO), Memorial Union Stu"Under the food tent, we have
"We are drawing a lot from
dent Organization (MUSO), Italian to Chinese to German the 80 Smith Hall residents, but
Programming Fund Organiza- food, lO even hotdogs, so we'll they are a very committed,
tion (PFO), and the New Hamp- have something traditionally dedicated and hardworking
shire Council on the Arts American," said Spahr.
group," said Spahr. "It's been
There will be a variety of a lot of work, but it has really
(NCCA).
The Fiesta will feature inter- .items for sale besides the inter- paid off," he added.
national food, entertainment national food at the Fiesta, such
There is going to be three
exhibits, and vendors. There as South American blankets, large tents, so rain or shine the
will also be a "tour of the world" oriental rugs and International fiesta is to take place as planned,
· said Spahr.
in the Smith Hall lounge which Fiesta tee-shirts.
will include button-making and
Spahr said it would not be ability that there will be a
Arabic coffee-tasting.
known if the hot air balloon balloon ... it's 90 percent in the
would become a reality until this bag."
morning. "There is good prob-

Thru .May 3rd

Scallop ·e oat Special

2. •9·9 . plus tax
Oyster River
Seafood
also serving all y,o ur
Take-Out Favorites
Now ... deep fried fish in Durham
9 Madbury Road 868- 1177

Thursday May 2, 1985
7 &9:30 pm
in the MUB
Strafford Room
fulltime Undergraduates $1.00
Others $2.00

The New Hampshire (VSPS 379-280) is publis~ed and distribu~ed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located 10 R?om
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, ~.H. 03824. B~su~ess
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 am - 2 pm. AcademIC year s~bscnpuon:
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 038_24. A~v~rusers should
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will 10 no case be
responsible for typographical or other errors, but will reprint_ that _p~rt
of an advertisement in which a typograph1pl error appears, 1f nouf~ed
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshtre,
151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.

RESTAURANT POSITIONS
AVAILABLE NOW
Staying in Durham all summer?
Need money?
Above average wages paid at ,
J.P. SWIFTS
and
TERRENCE PLUM.
All positions open full or part time.
Apply in person anytime.
OMNE Mall
Spaulding Turnpike, Portsmouth.

Manhattan
· Manhattan is at once a delightful comedy and a passionate and
gentle love song to New York City and its inhab_itants.Woody Allen
tells the story of his search for the ideal relationship, a search
which includes an ex~wife who has left him for another woman,
a neurotic intellectual and a 17 -year 0L9 hi-gh ~chool student.

{(rUARr ✓HAIRE✓)

One~Week Only
May 1st-May 7th

WOMEN'S

•
Jeans-It

Trade Your Worn Out
(You Know ... The Ones that
look like a patch-work quilt)
and Take $5 Off Our Low Prices
On a New Pair of Jeans

We have the newest styles at lower prices!

Humpback, Finback,
Minke Whales
& even Right Whales
Being seen, on Jeffrey's Ledge ·.

White-Sided Dolphins &

Choose from Crop or Baggy Jeans
in Two-Tone and Crinkle Denim

superb Seabirding as well .§

'5 90 •

All cruises professionally led by
Marine Biologists

Comparable Retail to $50.00
Our Price · ,
As Low As

f

S15 - UNH Students and Staff
(regularly $25) · (I.D. please)

1

_.

Take an Additional $5.00 Off our

W

Low Prices during the Jean Trade-in

({TUAlff ✓HAIRE✓)
50 Main Street•Durham

.

Sun. April 28
Sat. May 4
8:30 to late afternoon

Call New England Whale Watch
in Newburyport, MA
.
· (617) 465~7165 .
ccccocc,oooooe

L

·

I
I
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Clove smoki ng dange rous

TUESDAY, APRIL 30
By Leigh Hope
A news release sent out by Dr. ·
Peter Patterson, director of
health services, and Mr. Steven
W . Dieleman, director of University of New Hampshire's
health education department,
said Health Services wants to
warn the community that clove
cigarettes can be extremely
harmful to your health ..
Dr. Patterson said, "Students
feel that clove cigarettes are a
safe alternative to regular cigarettes, but in reality they may
be more dangerous."
According to the news release
the following health problems
have been associated with clove
cigarette smoke:
• immobilization of infectionfighting cells
• a direct toxic effect
• an allergic-like reaction
Clove smokers have also
complained of the following side
effects:
• nausea
• nose bleeds
• shortness of breath
• coughing up blood ·
•asthma
Clove smoking combined
with a virus or respiratory
ailment can lead to death.
Dr. Patterson said clove cigarettes contain as much tar and
nicotine as regular cigarettes,
and they also contain a product
called eugenol, which is a natural
anesthetic found in the cloves.
-Patterson said eugenol is often
used by dentists to numb the
gums of their patients before
surgery.
Dieleman said definative research has not been done on the
health hazardous ci~re~te~,-~ut

Patterson said the Center for
Disease Control (CDC) is trying
to obtain more information.
Patterson said there, "have
definitely been some deaths
directly related to the cigarettes,
but no one knows exactly what
causes the side effects. It might
be the eugenol."

Patterson also said there have
been no cases of clove side
effects at Hood House. However, both he and Dieleman said
they want to caution people of
its use and make people aware
of the risks involved with smok- ·
ing the cigarette.

Young's Restaurant
48 Main St.
Durham, NH
868-2688_

HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "Naturalism," Phillip
Nicoloff, English, Room 216, Hamilton Smith, 11 a.m.-12:30
p.m.
FACULTY RECITAL: University Galleries, Paul Creative
Arts Center, 8 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 1
UNI,YERSITY GALLERIES: ','John W. Hatch: 35 Years,"
and 5x5: Contemporary Clay. Paul Creative Arts Center,
10 a.m.-4 p.m. Last day.

(

.., _ _ _ _ May 1st thru May 7

Breakfast Special
Absolutely Delicious Try our Ham, Egg,
and Cheese served on a homemade
croissant offered with homefries and
coffee. $2.25

Luncheon Special
Summer Spirit Chef salad made with
crisp lettuce bed and topped with a
variety of vegetables, cheddar cheese
with your choice of ham, turkey, or roast
beef. $2.50

Dinner Special
Get fille.d up Homemade chicken pie
with mashed potatoe, tossed salad and
roll. $3.15

WOMEN'S STUDIES LECTURE: "The Coalescence Between
Black Women Artists and the Women's Movement," Ruth
G. Waddy. Hillsborough-Sullivan, MUB, 12-1 p.m.
INTER-DISCIPLIN ARY ROUND TABLE: "Host-Guest
Chemistry: Encapsulation of Ions by Flexible Synthetic O!"ganic
Molecules," Gary Weisman, Chemistry. Grafton Room, MUB,
12:10 p.m .
UNIVERISTY THEATER: Preview, "The Servant of Two
Masters," by Carlo Goldoni. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative
Arts Center, 8 p.m. Admission, $1.

THURSDAY, MAY 2
BASEBALL: Men vs. Maine, double header. Brackett Field,
.
1 p.m.
MUSO FILM: "Manhattan," Strafford.Room, MUB, 7 and
_
9:30 p.m. Students, $1; Non-Students, $2.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "The Servant of Two Master "
' by Carlo Goldoni. Jo~n~on Theater, Paul Creative Arts Cente'r,
8 P:m. <;i~neral acfm1ss10n, $4; Students, faculty/staff, alumni,
semor cltlzens, $3.

FRIDAY, MAY 3
BASEBALL: Men vs. Maine. Brackett Field, 1 p.m.
FA CUL TY LECTURE SERIES: "Socialist Realism and the
Arts in the Soviet Union," Arna Bronstein, German and
Russian. Berkshire room, New England Center, 8 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "The Servant of Two Masters "
by Carlo Goldoni. Jo~n~on Theater, Paul Creative Arts Cente~,
8 P:m. <;i~neral acfm1ss10n, $4; Students, faculty/ staff, alumni,
semor c1t1zens, $3.

"Upward Bound Tutor Counselors"
**Work with high school students.
**Residential UNH program.
**@June 14 to August 14.
**Work Study Preferred.
**More info & applications at
Robinson House....862-1562.

~

PHOTOSMITH

THE QUALITY STANDARD FOR NEW ENGLAND

48 Main St.
Durham
868-1000

• Same Day Color Print Film
Processing
• Original Rolls In By 10:30 AM
Finished By 5:00 PM
•WE WANT YOU TO BE HAPPY With All Your PHOTOSMITH Photos.
If For Any Reason You Are Not...Please Say So. We Will Either Remake Them
To Your Satisfaction Or Cheerfullly Refund Y011r Money.

With This Coupon

FREE

and pick up an application . for

Ass't Business· Manager
Circulation Manager
Ad Associates (2)
Circulation Ass't

EXTRA SET OF PRINTS
Receive A Second Set Of Color Prints FREE
With Every Roll Of 110, 126, 35mm, Disc Color
Print Film Processed. Limit 2 Rolls Per Coupon
One Coupon Per Order. Expires 5/15/85
Cannot Be Combined With Other Offers

,,.

Time is Running
.

'Ill

With This Coupon

$2.00 OFF
PHOTOSMITH LAB

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
Offer Valid on· Sizes 135, 110, 126 & Disc
Kodacolor Or Compatible Color Print Film
Limit 2 Rolls Per Coupon. One Coupon Per Order
..._Cannot Be Combined With Other Offers. Expires 5/15/85,.

out!
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NOTICES

UniversityTheater

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
CAMPUS GAY ALLIANCE MEETING: Guest
speaker. will discuss bi-sexuality. Open to both
men and women. Wednesday, April 30, Philip Hale
Room, Paul Creative Arts Center, 7:30 p.m.
UNH SPRING HORSE TRAILS: Sponsored by
Horsemans' Club._and Animal Science Department.
Combined training event recognized by U.S.
Combined Training Association. Dressage on
Saturday, May 4 and Cross Country Endurance and
Stadium Jumping Phases on Sunday, May 5. UNH
Light Horse Center, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
NEW TESTAMENT CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
MEETING: Wednesday, Room 310, McConnell,
7:30 j:,.m.
LUNCH ON US: Sponsored by Non-traditional
Student Program.· Please brmg your own beverage.
Tuesday, April 30, Underwood House, noon. Call
862-3647 for more inform~tion.
OUTDOOR LEADERSHIP PROGRAM APPLICA TIO:NS AVAILABLE: Sponsored by' NH Outing
Club. Applications may be picked up outside NHOC
Office, Room 129, Memorial Union. Applications
are for participants in the Cooperative Outdoor
Leadership Training (COLT) Program for Fall
'85 semester. Deadline is Wednesday, May 1.

THE SERVANT OF
TWO MASTERS

RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Sponsored
by Career Planning & Placement. Learn how to
write your resume. Thursday, May 2, Senate Room,
Memorial Union, 12:30 to 2 p.m. ·

Truffaldino's Double Duty
Adapted and directed by
Gilbert B. Ddvenport

or

Johnson Theater
Paul Creative Arts Center
University of New Hampshire
Durham

JOB INTERVIEWING WORKSHOP: Sponso~ed
by Career Planning & Placement. Learn Job
interviewing methods. Thursday, May 2, Forum
room, Library, 12:30 to_2 p.m.

May 2-4 at 8 p. m.
May 8 at 2 p.m.
May 9-11 at 8 p.m.
Preview: May 1 at 8 p. m.

JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP: Sponsored hr Car~er
Planning & Placement. Learn how to frnd Job
openings. Thursday, May 2, Belknap Room,
Memorial Union, 12:30 to 2 p.m.

General: $4
UNH :::ituctents/t.mployees/Alumrn and ::sernor Cmzens: :t,J
Preview: $1
Reservations: 862-2290

INTERVIEWER COMMENTS REVIEW: Sponsored by Career Planning & Placement. Thursday,
May 2, Room 203, Huddleston, 1:30 to 4 p.m.

Dinner Theater Package-New England Center Restaurant

COMPUTER SERVICES
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed
below. Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or
stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5 ·
charge for non-USNH personnel. _All_ co~rses are
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise md1Cated.

CATHOLIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION MOVIE SERIES: "Creepshow." Wednesday, May 1,
Catholic Student Center, 7:30 p.m. Free.
LOTUS INTEREST GROUP MONTHLY MEETING: Students, faculty and staff interested in
personal computer integrated spreadsheet programs
invited to share questions and knowledge. Friday,·
May 3, Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, 1:30 p.m.
CAREER
AFTER LIBERAL ARTS, .WHAT?: Sponsored by
Career Planning & Placement. Workshops for
Liberal Arts undergraduates to assess their skills,
interests, and values. Participate in panel of LA
graduates. Strengthen decision making skills for
making career/life choices. Tuesday, April 30,
Belknap Room, Memorial Union, 7 to 8:30 p.m.
for information, call Marge Lawton, 862-2010.

RESUME CRITIQUE: Sponsored by Career Planning & Placement. Wednesday, May 1, Room 203,
Huddleston, 1:30 to 4 p.m.

BEGINNING SPSS-S (VMS)-1, 2: SPSS-Xis one
of the better known statistical packages for use
on large computers . This course describes how
to access SPSS-X and covers basic SPSS-X commands and concepts. Prerequisite: Beginning
VAX/VMS. No Statistical background is expected,
but _would be helpful. Wednesday, May 1 and Friday,
May 3 from 10 a.m. to noon. F~e is $6.

GENERAL

LOST & FOUND SALE: Sponsored by MUB
Information Center. Items turned in between
January and March will be sold. Wednesday, May
·1, Information Center, Memorial Union, 8 a.m.

NHOC congratulates Roger Chandler
-Typing, Selection of Paper and Envelopes

for a job well done as club president
1984-85 and a super spring break sailing
trip!

Plus
25 copies

* 25 envelopes * 25 extra sheets of paper

(Changes easily made with our 30 day memory storage.)
Open Monday - Friday 8:30-5:30; Saturday 9-12_

CHEM AND GO
THIS SUMMER.
i:~~-:'/?,;-,; ::; ,..t{_.,,,·:;:·····,;
m ·.;.;. --~,;:;,;,:;.

Jenkins Court • Durham New Hampshire 03824 • Tel. 603-868-7031.
·:;.;x.·: \ \ ;,;.;,. ••,,:,: w· ··.·: . .......... ·,:::: ·.,.-;" •w .... ·;- :·.: ..... . ........... ····•:•:·=·· .... ,. ·: :::-:•:•:•:•:•:•x•:·:•:•:•:-x•:•v·:·:w ...

·

II!

I}

;,;.;,;,;.;.;.•,•· · •:•:•·•:•:•·❖·•:•:•:•:•·•:•:•·❖:•:•· ·•:•:•·:·:· ·:·: •:•· ·: ;:;:;:;:-:•:•:•:•·)$!~;••,.,·,·::;:;:;.;,•:;.;.;.;.;;:;/~:

When it comes to taking lab courses in the summer, more
and more people are going !O Northeast~rn ~niversity.
For Chemistry. Biology. Physics. In four-, five-, and 10 week
sessions. On nearby campuses in Boston, Burli_ngton, D_edham, Framingham, and Weymouth. FOFmore information,
call 437-2400 or our 24-hour line, 461-0461. Or send in
the coupon.
.

It's a whole new day...

Northeastern at night
Northeastern University, University College/Lincoln College
P.O. Box 154,360 Huntington Avenue, Boston, MA02117
□

Please send me information on:
Engineering and Technology O Business Administration □ Liberal Arts
□ Health Professions and Sciences D Law Enforcement

Registration is week of May 28th.
NAME
ADDRESS
1

~>o

~•/~.

CITY

STATE

N;;r'theastern University

An equal opportunity/affirmative action university.

ZIP

· . UNH-4/30
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CEPS gets new observato ry

PAGE SEVEN

Activists-Summer Jobs_. .- - - . . - - - .
care about the environment...
... then put your ideals to work!

By David Olson
Future Astronomy students
will have the use of a new
observatory, said Physics professor Robert Houston.
Houston said past Astronomy
classes were limited to the use
of a series of weaker telescopes.
"The new observatory houses
a much better telescope," Houston said. "It is about three times
stronger than the telescopes
that are currently being used.
It will allow our Astronomy
students to see things they can't
with the telescopes we have
now," he said.
The observatory, located west
of the football practice field, was
built during the lase week of
March and early April. The total
cost of the observatory was
$30,000, Houston said.
"$25,000 came from an Elliot
Fund grant and the remaining
$5,000 came from the College
e Physics department has a new astronomy o servatory,
of Engineering and Physical located on Route 155 past the Field House.(David Drouin
photo)

If you are a high energy, people oriented individual
with a committment to protecting the environment,
LCV has just the job for you. Raise funds and organize ·
to stop acid rain.

1:30 - 10:30 p.m. Mon-Fri
$160-$350 per wk.
Summer and permanent positions.
Advancement, Benefits, Training

Call 430-8312
Suite 2

League of Conservation Voters
·
48 Congress St.
Portsmouth, NH 03801

CAFETERIA
let us prepare lunch·tor you

:::::
,....

····•
·····
·•••·

t~~
!~~~~~~

:::::::

i~f~~

If you qualify, you can _receive up to $25,200 for
college and up to $8,000 in cash bonuses

Wednesday , May 1
Finnish Baked Mushrooms
Ham with Madera Sauce
Cheese Potato Wedges
Broiled tomatoes
Cream ot Cauliflower Soup
Spinach Soup
Veiled Country Lass

Worried about a college loan?

CHECK OUT THE NEW GI BILL
AND
NEW ARMY COLLEGE FUND

Tuesday, April 30 t almond sauce
Macaroni with toma o
.
Meat Pies
Peppers and Onions
Fried Carrots
Fish Soup
Banana Fritters

iiii:ii:

Thursday, May 2
Naples Noodles_
Chicken Florentine
Spaghetti Squash
zucchini Soup
Ricotta Cheesecake
Monday, May 3
Steak with Peppers
Corn with Mushrooms
Fried cauliflower
Gazpacho
French Onion Soup
Apple CrispMU B PUB

A two year enlistment can get you $17,000; three y.ears $22,800; an·d
four years $25,200. Sign up now under the Delayed Entry Program and
start training this summer. For more information call:

T42-3702.

Be America's front line of -defense·
8
0

..______A_R_M_v_,_e_E__:_:_~-~_i:_e_~_c_A_N_B_E_.___.....

Serving hot, delicious homemade
· PUB hours'
pizza dunng15" $4 50 .Pepperoni 75¢
..
12" $3.00
PISTACHIO'S ICE CREAM SHOPPE
:~~~j
graduation
2 5 days until
:::::
t
C elebrate on IY
m trea .d' m 85¢ large ··•··
:::~
with a cool ice crea
::~
Cones: 50¢ small 70~ me ,u

.

,~,;.li\fli■I- · • ,
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Greek houses clean campus
• We've got
•

••
••
•
••

••

••

PIZZA!

••

••

•••
•

Homemade Pizza
Baked Fresh To Order

••

••

Served during Pub hours

••

•

...•·• ..........
12" $3 .00/15" $4.50
Pepperoni 75¢ extra

••

•
•
•

~OVING Of-F CAMPUS
• Don't 'like to cook?
• Grocery lines a hassle?
• No time to clean up dishes?
• Got. a :Big Appetite?
. • Like to fin~ a bargain?
• ~Want a really good meal .:..
.·well balanced - nutritious ~ unlimited seconds?
THEN -

ou need a UNH Oinin Services

COMKUTER.- t'I.M. JIAN
CaU Dining Services : 862.:..1821
or drop by 205 Pettee House for more information .

Thompson Hall's driveway and
the Hamilton Smith building
was contoured with wood chips,
then planted with several shrubs
and a tree in its center.
Richard Mazzoca, president
of the Greek System Senate, said
all the fraternities and sororities
partici pa red.
"Between 100 and 150 Greeks
turned up" to clean the campus
from 11 am to 3 pm Friday.
Mazocca said, "this is the first
~ year we've done this and we
Tm TIP or TD Ill
~
In preparing for problem--solving exams, it is important to work
hope it will become an annual
through many problems. Don't spend all of your study time on a few
event."
[
very difficult problems. You should also do many of the easier ones
"President Haaland was
(
until you are certain of your ability.
there. We worked together with
a..lP"'I'~·.__......,,.. him and. the grounds crew to
pull it off," he said.
Ray Mancison, chairman ot
Sigma Phi Epsilon's Community
Service Committee, said work
was done around Stoke Hall, in

By Andrea Holbrook

Members of UNH's fraternities and sororities spent most
of Friday helping the UNH
groundcrewscleanthelawnand
plant sbrubs to beautify the
campus.
Karen John~on, assistant to
the Dean of Students, said,
"some of the money and support
came from the President's Of-

fice. Donations w~re also solicited from seven nurseries. The
donations totaled just over
$1,400."
Johnson said the campus
beautification project is one of
President Haaland's priorities
for UNH. "This was one way
of doing something about it,"
she said.
The triangular plot between

---------:-------------1
r--------------------~
i
[
l
J
L....,.....,,,,...~...,,.•..,,,....,... . . . ..,,..~~·~~...,,,,.......... .,.,. . __................

i

Luxury Summer Sublet
So Much For
So Little
Bedroom Cape Just Outside Durham
• Karivan stops out front
•Big Yard
•Sun Porch
.
·
;•Parking
• Finishea Basement with Bar
• 2 Full Bathrooms ·

PAGE NINE ·
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-CABOODLE(continued from page 3)
be used when it is impossible
to assemble a hearing board, or
when a student wishes to have
a hearing officer preside over
a case of a sensitive nature, such
as sexual harassment or rape.

.............. •............. ........... .............. ..... .
~

!• Need a Place to Store Your Goods
:• Over the Summer?

•
•
--ASTRo- · :
(continued from page
•
Scienc-es, and the Physics De- •
••
partment," said Houston.

Give Us a Ca//
at ·
Hauch Storage

7)

The observatory will not be
used until proper security can
be provided, Houston said. "We
will be installing a fence and
an electronic detection system,
and only those people cleared
for the use of telescopes will be
able to use it," he said.
The observatory will complement the astronomy program's
eight smaller, portable, telescopes. Four students at a time
will be able to use the new
telescope, which is housed in
a 14-foot-diameter observing
dome.
When not in use by UNH
students, the observatory will
be available to local Astronomy
clubs, Houston said.

•
•
•
•
•
•
:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

431-2749

Prices start at

-----------:•••
. FREE Catalog/Trip

Camping in West US :

Free trip for coordinator
ExplorAmerlca .2000 Center #1359C
Berkeley, CA 94704 (415) 540-5771

•••
•••
••

• Monthly leases
• individual units
• resident _manager
·• use -y our own lock

$25.00/m o
located ¼ N. of
Fox Run Mall,

Old Dover Rd.,

Newingt<pn, NH

•
•.
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•• •
•••
•••
•••
••
••
••
••
•

111111-------~····························································

UNH Bookstor e

---Spring Sale-----..... ___
Selected Clothing 20-40% off
Selected Sale Books 50¢ - $1.00
Closeout prices on selected
supplies, dorm room items, portfolios.

When: Tuesday April 30th thru
Thursday May 2nd

Where: UNH Bookstore Hewitt Hall
Outdoors ;. Weather Permitting
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Bitburg blunder
President Reagan's stubborn refusal to
back down from his planned visit to the
Bitburg military cemetery in West Germany
is not only a betrayal of the people
slaughtered by the Nazis, but of humanity
as a whole.
The SS has come to stand as a symbol
of evil. and it is incomprehensible that an
American President, or any leader in the
free world, could contemplate paying such
an honor to those who served in that
_disgusting ·organization.
Reagan is defending the visit on grounds
that it will help reconcile the Amer~can
and German people, but in reality his
gesture will do nothing of the kind.
Reconciliation began directly after the war
with the development of economic aid and
other forms of cooperation between the

two countries.
The honor Reagan plans to bestow on
the fallen SS soldiers will serve only to
diminish in people's minds the horrors
wreaked by Nazi murderers. This form of
reconciliation with events we cannot afford
to forget is unacceptable and unhealthy
to say the least.
Neid1tr t.au die uip be jusrified on

political grounds. Honoring the dead Nazis
serves as an insult to those of our allies
who s¥ffered under years of Nazi occupation, as well as the relatives and descendents
of American servicemen killed by SS units.
The only people who will gain comfort from
the cemetery visit are neo Nazis and others
who would have us forget the enormity
of the cost of facism.
The Bitburg controversy is by no means
solely a "Jewish issue" but concerns all

people who cherish a .concept of human
rights and dignity. However, the President
appears to have temporarily forgotten that
he is a representative of those same people
and of a country which boasts a tradition
of liberty.
Reagan's obstinacy is not an act of
strength. but a sign of weakness and very
poor judgement, and is especially surprising
in a man who has habitua.lly portrayed
himself as a crusader for morality and
strength.
Time is running short, but the President
still has an opportunity to alter his agenda
and show that he has the courage to admit
he made a mistake. Otherwise, he will be
remembered as a man who was prepared
to erase a lesson humanity cannot afford
to forget.

Letters
troops occupying his · nation by
walking the streets of Copenhagen
wearing on his own back a facsimile"
of the Nazis' "symbol" for all Jews,
a big yellow cloth Star of David.
His personal courage in giving
silent witness to his belief that each
of us must be his brother's keeper
To the Editor:
inspired countless Danes, my own
The disregard for historical
Lutheran Danish relatives among
accuracy and the cavalier view of
them, to risk their own lives in the
Nazism in the April 2 letters from
underground resistance against the
Dirk Anderson and Joseph PimenNazis. How much easier it would
tel may be misleading to readers
have been for President Reagan to
too young to have had any personal
visit the grave of postwar Germanexperience of events of World War
y's great democratic leader Konrad
IL
Adenauer instead of visiting an S.S.
Mr. Anderson's concern for all
cemetery!
groups victimized by bigotry is
Mr. Pimentel "resents" being
evident. But the parallel he appears
reminded of the 40-years-ago Hoto draw between the experiences
locaust by "Zionist propaganda
of Japanese Americans in the U.S.
including The New Hampshire."
in W.W. II and the experiences of
Doubtless the neo-Nazi youth
Jews under Nazi German in W.W.
groups in Germany and the U.S.
II is erroneous. He overlooks the
have a similar wish to be sheltered
enormous difference between "relfrom recent history. But American
ocation" and "extermination." The
paratroopers assigned in 1945 to
U.S. wartime government, however
clear out the Nazi concentration
mistaken in its fear of possible
camps' human carnage still have
manipulation of our Nisei by Japan
nightmares and still hope their
for espionage at a time when
children's generation, now college
Japanese submarines were off the
U.S. west coast and our California ,,,- students, will remember that the
price of freedom is vigilance and
cities were under nightly blackout
that the priviledge of voting obin fear of Japanese air raids, required
ligates each of us to investigate facts.
our Nisei to "relocate'' to inland
Karen Mower
areas to live. As a U.C. Berkeley
student then, I had several friends
and professors among them, and
I wept. But the Nazi Germany
wartime government or~ered
6,000,000 Jews from all oyer Europe
to die, murdered by torture, gassing,
starvation, surgery an,d cremation,
i.e. to be "exterminated" in a To the Editor:
monstrous genocide without paI want to congratulate you for
rallel in world history, documented your new position as Editor in Chief
by thousands of photographs.
of The New Hampshire.
To dismiss criticism of President
However, I also want to tell you
Reagan's visit to Germany's Bitburg that your first editorial really hurt
S.S. cemetery as "squabbling" over me and. my friends. First of all
"a few moldy old Nazis" is to betray because it was unfair and secondly
the feelings of all persons still because of the contempt you show
living, WASP as well as Jew, for our beliefs. Your comments
American as well as European, who cannot go unanswered:
had personal experience of Nazism,
1. We have organized a wideincluding American families whose range of activities which I am sure
soldier sons and husbands were most people consider very worthkilled near Bitburg by Nazi troops while attempts to "address the
disguised in American uniforms.
nuclear issue";
U.S. moral leadership, not Chan- a. The debate between the resprecellor Kohl's hope of re-election, sentatives of the Arms Control and
is the issue at question, and in Disarmament Agency and the Penpolitics "symbols" inevitably mat- tagon with a philosopher from
ter. Denmark's monarch in W.W. Dartmouth and a representative,
II, King Christian, defied the Nazi from the center for strategic stu-

Nazis

Editorial

<fies-over 300 students attended.
b. Mock Euromissile negotiations
using up-to-date information from
the Lawyers Alliance for Nuclear
Discouragement-a whole day
viorkshop to try and see why the
Soviets walked out of the arms
control talks in Geneva.
c. Showing of films and inviting
well known personalities (we trifd
to invite Paul W. Wornker this
semester-chief SALT II negotiator).
2. We are students who believe
in something and are ready to do
something about our beliefs. I am
not saying we are always right or
that what we have done has always
been appropriate. But we are ready
to stand up for our beliefs. I am
always amazed at how much people
take things for granted, including
the freedom to express one's concerns, and not use it. Most people
are happy to go on worrying about
tomorrow's exam or next week's ·
vacation, and most people are
simply not very well informed when
it comes to the arms control process.
3. We have said much, much more
than just saying nuclear war is bad.
Moreover, contrary to what you
might think, there still are a lot of
people who don't believe so. For
example, in the Reagan administration, R. Perle believes all you
need is "enough shovels to go
around and dig holes" to be safe
from Nuclear War. Even Reagan
has talked about "limited nuclear
war."
We have suggested very concrete,
straight-forward steps the U.S.
could take to half or at least slow
down the pace of the arms race:
a. Freeze present nuclear arsenals
at their current levels-we have
much, much more than is needed
for deterrence, therefore what is
the justification for continuing
building up?
b. Halt all testing of nuclear weapons-again there are sophisticated
and efficient methods to check
whether testing is going on, the
treaty wouldn't have to rely on
"trusting" your adversaries.
These two measures could be
implemented for 6 months-I year
unilaterally to test the Soviets. The
risks involved, and there are some
very difinite risks, are much less
than those involved by a mad race
to build more "efficient" weapons
in greater numbers. They would,

however, require courage and boldness. If your are not convincedI suggest you read "Game of Disarmament" by Alva Myrdal, Swedish di~a;:;nament minister. In her
book she explains why traditional
arms control talks have not, in any
way, slowed down the arms race.
In fact they have done just the
opposite: they have institutionalized the arms race. SALT I and SALT
II only put limits, much above the
existing arsenals at the time ot the
treaties, on the levels of the arsenals
the superpowers allowed themselves to have.
I hope you will reconsider some
of the denigrating comments you
made in your editorial. You should
know more than anybody the power
of the pen, and your comments
really hurt because I consider the
coalition for Disarmament and
Peace, and Tony Nevin especially,
as individuals who are committed
to their cause and ready to express
their concerns and stand up for their
beliefs. Maybe they have overdone
it-but I think they should be
applauded and not contemptuously
Pascal Molineaux
put aside.

Steelers
To the Editor:
On April 16, The New Hampshire published a photo of people
playing basketball in wheelchairs.
The cut line identified the Wildcats
as the UNH team. The other team,
the Stainless Steelers, was unidentified.
The Stainless Steelers are the
basketball team of the Granite State
Independent Living Foundation in
Concord. The team played basketball with UNH to raise funds for
GSILF. GSILF is a non-profit
organization which provides services to persons with disabilities.
Your photographer/ reporter
should have identified the Stainless
Steelers and the purpose of the
game. It was an interesting picture
but the readers had no idea why the
players were in wheelchairs. Proper
identification of photographs is
good journalism.
Elizabeth Loosbrock
Resource Development
Coordinator
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_University Forum
Phony sex survey
Well, spring is in the air, the sun is shining, the
trees are budding, the flowers are blooming, and
once again, some unknown infantile geek(s) has
decided to bring back that institution known as
the WUNH Sex Survey. As General Manager of
WUNH, let me first say that we have never, are
not .currently, and will never conduct any form of
survey regarding anyone's sexual preference. Quite
frankly, we aren't concerned with what folks are
doing while they're listening to us, as long as they
listen . We never do phone surveys anyway. All of
our opinion polls are written, and none of the
questions deal with anything other than music,
radio, and entertainment. Nonetheless, some clown
has decided that this phone survey would be a funny
thing to do. Well, whoever you are (and for all I
know it may be a group of you,) I've got news for
you. First of all, it insults the person you're calling.
Secondly, it drags our name into the mud. If you
don't like the station, why don't you get up the
courage to come and discuss it with me? If you want
to play childish phone pranks that went out in the
sixth grade, that is your business, but leave the
name of WUNH out of it.
The main problem with these annoying surveys
is the regularity with which they appear. They've
also been going on for quite a few years. The pattern
points to a group. They show up around the same
time every semester. If it is another formally

recognized organization, I must say that I am losing
my faith in the student body. If it's just an individual,
· face it pal, it's stale.
It depresses me that anyone would drag down
a student organization just so that they can have
fun playing a mindless prank. I enjoy a good practical
joke myself, but as we all learned back when we
were still sittin' on our mother's lap, it stops being
a joke when someone gets hurt. And someone has ·
been hurt. Perhaps it's the unsuspecting victim
who is rather sensitive. and finds him/herself very
embarrased by questions of a sexual nature. And
that's their right. Sex is a private thing. WUNH
may broadcast love songs, and songs that deal with
sexual subjects, but we have no desire to find out
what our listeners are doing in bed. The other party
that gets hurt by this "joke" is WUNH. We lose
face, credibility, and perhaps listeners, all because
of the seemingly harmless actions of some idiot.
Let me reiterate. If you receive a phone call, and
someone says they' re from WUNH, and would like
to ask you a Jew questions, tell them you know it's
not for real, and hang up. Better yet, ·if you've got
a friend with you, have them go to another phone,
call the operator and attempt to have the call traced.
We'd love to know who it is. Just keep 'em on the
phone long enough to trace the call. Then come
see me. I'd sure like to know where that call came
from. It might be worth your while.

There he goes _again -

One need not look far to find the
licentious character of Ronald Reagan's
Nicaraguan policy. From his implicit
support of the CIA's mining of Managua Harbor to his public statements
that he won't give up until the government of Nicaragua "says uncle," Reagan's policy has lacked ethical qualities
that many American's consider to be
an integral part of American policy.

argument makes so little sense it is
.almost ludicrous.

If the government of Nicaragua is
so repressive how does it retain the
support of its citizens? Last fall the
government in Managua armed thousands of its citizens because it feared
a U.S. invasion. Does this sound like
the action of a government that has
something to fear from its people?
Indeed, examples abound of our
unethical policy including the frequently observed instances of human rights
violations on the part of the Americanbacked rebels. It is just as easy, however,
to cite the inane nature of this policy.

President Reagan has made no secret
Since he came to power in 1981, of the fact that he wishes to undermine
Ronald Reagan has been carrying on the government of Nicaragua in order
a war against the people of Nicaragua to bring about its collapse. In reality,
which at times has transgressed in- however his anti-Nicaraguan actions
ternational law and has continually have brought the Nicaraguan people
violated the conscience of the American closer together in support of their
people.
government. They remember the
Of course the defenders of Reagan's repression of the previous regime and
malevolent policy have devised numer- : they are willing to fight to defend their
ous responses to the President's critics government. In effect, American policy
in order to justify America's present has rallied the Nicaraguan people
ourse of action. Two of these especially around the government, making a
violent overthrow of the government
stand out.
extremely difficult, if not impossible.
The first of these is the argument
What is alarming, though are the
that the Nicaraguan government is
subsidizing rebels who are trying to , implications that Reagan's policy holds
overthrow the government of El for American. In the past, American
Salvador. This argument holds some heroes were men like Abraham Lincoln,
water - umil you look at the history Martin Luther King, and Robert
Kennedy-invididuals who fought for
of El Salvador.
justice and freedom
For decades the government of El
Now, we have a president who is
Salvador has been extremely repressive,
utilizing death squads to terminate trying to overthrow a government
those individuals who refuse to aquiesce supported by the people merely because
to the iron fist of the government. This it doesn't meet American-designed
revolution was not instigated by the criteria. It is a sad commentary that
Nicaraguan government, as many these are the values that were affirmed
Reagan supporters would like you to by the American people by a 49 to 1
believe. Rather, it began years ago by margin last November:
Salvadorans who desired freedom.
A second defense which has become
increasingly popular in recent months
is that the government of Nicaragua
is extremely repressive, denying the
basic civil rights of its people. This

To the party or parties responsible -for this
foolishness-Give it up. It doesn't become you.
If the station wronged you in some way in the past,
come on down, and we'll talk about it. If you are
just doing it for kicks; you've got a very twisted
sense of humor, that isn't really a sense of humor.
It's just an example how ridiculously stupid people
can be at times.
Lf any of you have been on the receiving end of
one of these calls, on behalf of the station, I apologize
profuselv. I am sorry you even had to deal with
it. And you have my personal assurance that it is
not anyone connected in any way to this radio station.
And should I find out that it is someone related
to this station, .they won't be related to the station
much longer.
·
So, spring goes on, slowly turning to summer.
. And hopefully, like the winds of March, and the
showers of April, this idiocy known as the Sex Survey,
will pass from both mind and memory.

Recently, some dorms on campus have been plagued
by a mystery phone caller who claims to.he from WUNH,
and then proceeds to ask questions of a sexual nature.
WUNH has nothing to do with these calls. This is a letter
of apology and explanation from WUNH's General
Manager, Robert-Scott Piehler.

Kids These Days
By Francoise von Trapp

~Bi//Smith
Every so often a political leader will
follow a course of action that is so
unethical and inane that it is hard to
believe he has been invested with any
· power whatsoever. Such is the case with
Ronald Reagan and his policy towards
Nicaragua.

By Robert-Scott Piehler

Bill Smith is opposed to Ronald Reagans
policies in Central America and everywhere
else.

I've come to the frightening conclusion that kids ·are extinct. Nowadays,
we only have adults in different sizes;
small, medium and large. This may be
a drastic theory, but one thing is certain,
to be a kid today is notthe same as when
I was growing up.
This harsh realization came to me
the other day when I overheard a
conversation between a profes:mr and
his three-year old daughter.
"Daddy, how do you turn this
computer off?" she asked.
"That's not a computer, it's a typewriter," he answered. He explained to
me later that she called her toy
typewriter a computer.
Now,I know when I was three years
old, I didn't even know what a computer

(

were Matteis', "the Farmer says," and
(my personal favorite) Etch-a-Sketch,
not to mention Lite Brite.
Remember the Fischer Price Schoolbus and Schoolhouse, complete with
little wooden people? Those have been
replaced with Star Wars action figures
and the miniature Deathstar.
Not only have children's toys become
sophisticated, but their clothing has
too. Kids don't even look like kids
anymore. They look like miniature
grown-ups.
What happened to the days when
kids wore Healthtex coordinates,
Carters pajamas, Stride Rite shoes,
Keds sneakers, and Osh Kosh B'Gosh
overalls?
Now, they wear _Guess? jeans. Their

(BLEEP!
.

\

was, never mini confuse it with a play clothes are designed by Calvin
typewriter.
Klein, Esprit, and Jordache. Keds
The main cause of the change in sneakers have been replaced with Nike
childhood is the toys of today. Educa- running shoes. Consequently, the cost
tional toys are in great demand. Sure, of outfitting a child has skyrocketted.
we had educational toys too; flash cards,
Before long, kids will learn Basic or
dot-to-dot books, and abicusses. Now · Fortran before they learn English, and
in this ag~ of computers children ar~ take their. first step in Bucks or pumps.
rivileged to play with Alfie, a robot
Because every one these days is
that teaches math, matching, colors,
defined· by a title, for example, The
music, and even plays games with the Renaissance Man, the women of the
little darlings.
'80s, "Yuppie" and "Yippie"~ a word
For kids over three, .Texas Instru- should be coined to detme this kid ot
ments offers Speak and Spell, a talking the '80s. Personally, I think "Yukkie"
omputer, and the Little Professor, an
(Young Urban Kid), is catchy.
laborate calculator that lets the child
o the work, and tells them if they are
ight.
Francoise von Trapp is a new Forum Editor.
The most technical toys of my day

.---
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Justice Studies
ENTREPRENE URSHIP
SEMINARS ON
HOW TO START
YOUR OWN BUSINESS

MANAGEMENT; _
HOW TO RUN A BUSINESS.

presents

CRIME

AND
PUNISHM ENT
a f acuity/ student colloquium
.
with .

Dr. Jeffrey Murphy
Eugene L. Foster
. (BSME UNH 1944, ScD MIT 1954)
President, UTD Inc., Alexandria, VA.

Susan Sarvis
(BS Nursing, Ohio State University 1968)
President, LTS Inc., Manchester.

Prof of Philosophy
-Arizona State University
A discussion of current theories of punishment with leading
philsopheI and UNH faculty from the departments of
philosophy~ political science, psychology, c;1nd sociology.
(

MAY1
PARSONS HALL L 101
.3 p.m.

. All interested students ~~d f acuiy are invited to
.
participate. 1
i

Friday. May 3 iI
12:30-2:00
Horton 207
v

M USO presents

The greatest collection of New
Wave, Punk, and Reggae
·artists ever -a ssembled for
-one filml!
fulltime Undergraduates $1.50
Others $3.00

In the MUB Pub Friday
May 3, 1985,
9 p.m.
Must be 18 or older: UNH ID/Proof of
age required.
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Arts & Features
It Figures and Holiday Romanc e Deliver

It Figures' guitarist Rick Twombly soars high over an enthusiastic MUB Pub crowd last
·
Saturday night. (Dave Drouin photo)

Dinner Delights UNH
By Carol Naczas
and Doug Ridge
UNH Hotel Administration
students presented their second
Gourmet Dinner of the Semester this past weekend, borrowing the game Monopoly for their
theme, "Take a Walk on the
Boardwalk" . The theme was
taken in-celebration of the 50th
Anniversary of The . Parker
Brothers game that, as the
dinner's program/ menu described, "continues to achieve
popularity the world over."
The dinner, in true Monopoly
fashion ,- started at GO with
cocktails and hors d' oeuvres
ranging from vegetable dip to
sauteed chicken, all offered with
relaxing background piano ac-

companiment. The decorations,
such as larger-than-life versions
of property cards, spurred memories of bankruptcy and even
included ice sculptures of the
playing pieces-the little dog
and the battered shoe-beautifully sculptured by Hock Ann
Ng.
Following the reception, the
guests were ushered to their
dinner tables which were named
for various properties such as
"Baltic Ave." and "St.James
Place," each decorated with a
game board and a centerpiece
of flowers tucked inside the
Monopoly "trademark" top hat.
Although guests were well
served by their numerous waitpersons, the wine stewards were

Notables ' Sing Sags

unfortun~tely not as abundantmost tables were served their
first course of "Mediterranean
Newburg" before their wine
ever reached them. This course
of scallops served in a golden
brown pastry shell with a Newburg sauce was followed by
"Connecticut Consumme," a
beef boullion garnished with
ribboned crepes. Both these
courses were delicious and wellpresented.
One of the highlights of the
menu was the next course, "New
York Apple," a simple yet
incredibly deli, ·8us mix of baked
Brie and fresh apple slices
sprinkled with brown sugar""."""""
admittedly one of the best
courses of the evening (perhaps
only surpassed by the desert).
Preceeding the main course was
"Indiana Ice" an ice mixture

GOURMET, page 14

By Thom Mrozek ·
should be labeled independentBand Wars' winner It Figures ly," stated Picott, who acted as
played with Holiday Romance the band's spokesman.
Their songs are certainly
to a disappointingly small crowd
last Satucday night in the Mub based in rock and roll, propelled
Pub. The turnout was disap- . by Wayne Hutchinson's strong
pointing not only because of the _ drumming, but with Duane's
fact that the Band Wars "cham- Roland guitar synthesizer, his·
pion" was headlining a show chords have a very rich and, at
(Band Wars was a sellout), but times, dreamy quality. The
because these are by far the two dancing, that was enjoyed by
best local bands in the · area manyoftheMubPub'saudience,
also dis pe ls ch e P syd1e<ldiL
playmg ongmal music.
H oliday Romance, which has label.
Holiday Romance, stated Rod,
been playing quite a bit recently
with It Figures (the band will tries "to give and not take away,"
be playing together again Thurs- by singing about " things that
day night at the Stone Church), we want to happen." The band
started the night's music at 9:30 is appreciative of being able to
p.m., even though the doors perform for an audience and
opened at 8:00, in order to not often punctuates songs with
interfere with a Notables gratitude and acknowledge"Spring Sing" performance ments to the crowd. The great
going on in the nearby thing about them is that they
really mean it. They strive for
Hillsborough-Sullivan room.
However, after playing five the back and forth communisongs, the band was requested cation between performer and
to stop playing by representa- audience, trying to be " real,"
tives from the Notables. Al- a term that often popped up
though this development forced during our conversation.
Their music is real and apHoliday Romance to rework
peals to the listener on a gut
their set, the band agreed.
While bassist/vocalist Rod level. Although they have only
Picott admitted to "losing some been playing together for nine
momentum," the band returned months, they have a tight feel.
after their imposed break to Their music resists being laimpress the crowd with seven belled by virtue of its appeal to
more songs, including their best different listeners for different
· tune, "Restless," a great, fast reasons. While some people are
song featuring featuring an driven to dance and others
electrifying guitar break by the compelled to listen, everybody
normally subdued Duane Lin- enjoys Holiday Romance, perhaps because they are different,
coln.
The music o.f Holiday but more likely because they're
Romance is difficult to describe. good.
The band has done some
When I first heard them, I was
immediately impulsed to label recording in the studio and plans
them psychedelic. However, to release an eight-song cassette
after a careful listening on in about a month. If you have
Saturday night, that term only not heard this band yet, check
starts to scratch the surface of them out and be surprised over
their music. The psychedelic the sound that this band from
term was, at first, encouraged South Berwick, Maine produces.
If you haven't heard It Figby one of their better songs,
"Living in Paisley," in which _ures, especially their single
Duane dreams of "living some- "Choose Your Sides," this is another band to check out.
day for each other."
But, in an interview during Essentially a mod-influenced .
the break between bands, the band, It Figures has gone from
group that !ables themselves a back-up-band to headlining
- "idealists," admitted that the venues like the Stone Church
e 14 , , ·
song is a sort of joke. "Each song IT FIGURES,

---------

By Jon Ekstrom
in uproarious laughter. The
· Last Saturday night, the New game show was comprised of
Hampshire Notables, an a ca- a number of ridiculous acts
pella singing group composed during which group members
of female UNH students, per- juggled the "Colored scarves of
formed their fourth annual death " and bounced corks off
" Ring in the Spring Sing." one mock participant's head.
Joining the Notables in the The Amalgamates were shrewd
Strafford Room of the MUB in choosing to complement their
were two other regional singing performance in this way as it
groups; the Amalgamates lent an enjoyable element of
opened the show with an en- variety to their presentation as
tertaining mixture of mime , well as smoothing over some
comedy and of course, singing. of their more out of tune moWhat the Amalgamates lacked ments.
in singing talent they made up
For the finale, the Amalgamfor in sheer enthusiasm and ates performed a rousing verenergy. The group displayed sion of "Tuxedo Junction" with
constant involvement through- members of the group dividing
out their performance rariging into a "shoo-wop" chorus while
from cover versions of James three other members on the
Taylor's "Sunny Skies" and Billy right of the stage mimed a
Joel's " This Night" (during wonderfully energetic horn
which the group .di~played some section-a real crowd pleaser.
fine harmony), t6 gospel songs They finished off in a semi-circle
' like "Deep River.
with ''Lullaby of Broadway• ► and
The middle part of the Am'1l- rushed baek on stage co greet
gamates' performance was giv- an energetically appl'a uding
en over to comedy as members audience with an inspired enof the group performed a game core cover of "Sweet Dreams." A familiar Monopoly game piece is the stunning focus of an hors d'oeuvres table at the Gourmet
Dinner.(Dave Drouin photo)
show skit that had the audience NOTABLES, page 14
h

·

•

.
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Mini-Dorms Provide Folk and Falafel
By Thom Mrozek

-

Fest provided both fun and
This past Saturday, the Mini information for visitors to the
Dorms hosted the third annual far end of Area· III. The goal of
Mini Fest, featuring live music, . the Fest, according to Chairperfood, dis plays and beautiful son of the Community Programweather. This year's event, ming Committee, Meredith
which was much bigger than the Hunt, was "To draw people to
past two years,·· drew a good the minis" and show them the
crowd that fully enjoyed them- benefits which the area has to
selves in the central area of the offer; an area which has been
subject to some bad press in
mini dorms.
Modeled after last year's recent times.
Although basically a promoInternational Fiesta (sponsored
by Smith Hall,) the 1985 Mini tional campaign, the second oal

of the Fest was to provide fun
both for area residents and for
their guests. Both Hunt and the
Mini Dorm Hall Director, Carol
Young, were pleased with the
day's events.
Each dorm presented displays
relating to their own theme,
featuring some of the activities
and advantages available to
people choosing to live in one
the six Mini Dorms. For instance, Hall House, the Outdoor
Awareness dorm, showed a

canoe and tent exhibit, while
various items were on sale
outside of Richardson House,
including handcrafted musical
boxes, political paraphenalia
and those great mini dorm Tshirts ("UNH's Best Kept Secret.")
The atmosphere at the everit
was extremely cordial. There
were people dancing, others
playing frisbee and sports, while
some just enjoyed the sunshine.
All of the Mini-Dorm residents
I spoke with expressed their
happiness with their present
living situation. Sackett House
resident Sue Shane cited the
"good blend of people" while
Hall House freshman Sue Lembidakis summed it up by saying,"You can't live here and not
like it."
Although a scheduled bonfire
was cancelled due to the inability
to obtain a fire permit, this was
compensated for by the food
available from Susie's Steamers
(hot dogs), Pistachios, and the
Falafel cart. However, the highlight of the day was the musical
entertainment.
Although Five Balls of Power
had to cancel due to a band member
injury, dance music 'Yas provided by Savoy Truffle. Other
music was performed by folk
artists Fred Small from Cambridge and ex-Mini Dorm resident, Jay Towne from Concord.
In the evening, a coffee house
was given by rhe Assistant
Director of Residential Life,

Drouin photo)
While the quiet didn't lift up
the Notables performance, it
(continued from p~ge 13)
enabled the audience to more
capella groups are for tired old fully appreciate a lackluster bout
fogeys? Throughout their set of songs. The Notables disthe Amalgamates displayed a played some nice control on the
much-appreciated humor and Billy Joel song, "For the Longest
good-naturedness, preparing Time," and on their most enthe crowd for the raising pres- thusiastic "Bye Bye Blues," but
entation of the following group most of the songs were either
from Bowdoin College.
short, trite pieces or just plain
The Bowdoin Meddibems- dull. Standards like "Java Jive"
ters, named for a little-known seemed gratuitous while
town in Maine, displayed the "Twelve Days After Finals"
most polished and professional were simply a bit too rudimenperformance of the evening, tary and lacking in commitment.
probably attributable to the fact When the Meddibemsters sang
that six of the group's eight little ditties like "Men, Men,
members were veteran, graduat- Men", they were intended to be
ing seniors. Their singing dis- · taken as just that, but when the
played a tight, clipped precision Notables sang tired, cutesy
that was decidedly lacking in songs like "Chiquita Banana"
the other two groups at the they seemed frighteningly earnSpring Sing.
est.
- Unfortunately, the· Notables,
The power of the deep bass
supposedly the highlight of the provid~d by the men in the
evening, simply could not com- previous two groups was not
pete with the polish of the there and the Notables had to
Meddibemsters or even the rely on their existing, limited
humor of the Amalgamates.
talents. Songs from the earlier
Throughout the performance, part of the set like "Daddy, Get
the Notables were hampered Your Baby Out of Jail" came
by the stodginess of their de- across well because the Notables
livery and too-serious producsang with genuine spirit. Until
tion. The group's members
they can consistently sing with
lacked the energy and imaginathis kind of enthusiasm, their
tion of the Amalgamates and
performances will be limited.
the Meddibemsters technical
proficiency. Their harmonies
were frequently not quite on the
ball and their musical precison
<continued fro~ page 13)
added crispness-members of
the group sometimes concluded with pineapple chunks and a
their parts out of syncronization touch of Grand Marnier liquer.
with the rest of the band.
Although not as sweet as a
About halfway through the sorbet, it was effectively used
Notables' performance, the to cleanse the pallet in prep-powerful chords of Holiday aration for the main course,
Romance's opening set for It
Figures' performance in the
"Water Works," a dish of roast
nearby MUB Pub could be dueling and blackberry sauce,
'plainly heard and distractingly served on a bed of wild rice with
·continued until a representative
ju_lienne·carrots and turnips.
of the Notable·s was sent to delay
.. ·i ,'rfiefr ;performance.
Rounding out the evening's

Scott Chesney.
Savoy Truffle, a recently
formed band comprised of mostly UNH students, was the
highlight of the musical entertainment with their danceable
selection of cover songs, including the Grateful Dead' s "Shakedown St.," the Band's "The
Weight," and "Born to be Wild."
With guitarists Neil Ingerman and Dave Gerrard, Savoy
Truffle enjoyed themselves as
much as the Fest-goers who
danced on the Eaton House
lawn. Their music, although all
covers of original material, has
a distinctive tlavor to it. The
band will be appearing at Stoke
Hall this weekend.
Folk artists Small and Towne
both played mellow music that
was quite a contrast to the
raucous sound of Savoy Truffle,
but did a respectable job, especially while taking their respective political jobs. Scott Chesney
played guitar and piano to a full
Eaton House lounge after
sunset. Chesney, who says that
his music is modeled after James
Taylor, entertained the crowd
with his solos and group singa-longs:
The Mini Fest was a great
time and succeeded in Hunt's
outlined goal to "attract good,
positive attention." A good time
was had by all, performers,
craftsmen, and students alike.

- 'NOTABLES -

-GOURMET-

The NH Notables delivered a lackluster performance in the Strafford Room of the MUB.
(David Drouin photo)
menu was "Marvin Gardens
Salad," a spinach salad, and
"Luxury Tax Torte,". which was
exactly that, a most delicious
luxury of taste. It was a dis]:i of
chocolate, fresh strawberries
in juice whipped inside maringue. It was also one of the
best desserts I have ever tasted.
During the meal, the guests
were entertained with music by
Ben Baldwin and the Big Notes,
a local big-band, forties-style
group attracting quite a crowd
of dancers between each course.
The band and dancing also
contributed to enjoyably passing
the time needed to digest between courses.
Overall, the entire dinner was
a sucess both in taste and timing
and left one sufficiently, but not
overly, appeased. The students
•who made the Gourmet Dinner
possible undoubtedly- 1;;;~~j
a great deal tro111 u .... r--.
weekend's presentation in providing a very professional and
fulfilling night of food and
entertainment.

-

IT FIGURES -

(continued from page 13)
in recent times.
It Figures is made up of UNH
students Rick Twombly (guitar/ vocals) and Char lie Collins
(drums), and local boy Steve
Moore on bass (he's the one
with the resemblance to Paul
Weller). Between Steve's looks,
their Rickenbacker guitars and
that spray painted backdrop, It
Figures has been accused of
being a Jam clone. Although
they admit to being strongly
mod influenced and listening
to the Jam quite a bit, their being
accused o_f being a ·clone band
is unfair. In their music, one can
hear moments of Weller, Entwistle, Townshend and even
some Beatles. Onstage, you can
see the band's raw enthusiasm,
with their frantic jumping
around. Rick says that he enjoys
a big stage because it gives the
band room to move. They try
to not only play music, but to
give a performance that is also
visually ~njoyable and exciting.

Saturday night, the band
played two sets, including a good
selection of their originals and
some covers like '"Til the End
of the Day." Throughout It
Figures' performance, most of
the audience was on the dance
floor, enjoying the infectious
dance tunes that the band handles so well.
Besides playing some of their
older songs like "Promises (Are
Not Enough)", It Figures presented some of their more recent
tunes, including some brand
new songs that even Rick Twombly hasn't learned the lyrics to
yet. Highlights of the evening
included "Mechanical Me" and
"Peace Today."
In the future, It Figures plans
to be writing more new material
and, hopefully, appearing in the
Boston area. As Rick said in a
Sunday afternoon interview,
"We're really more of a Boston
band," which is true to an extent. ·:
More true is that It Figures is
a great three piece dance band,
guaranteed to move your feet.

-FIRESI DE<continued from page 2)
and their summer program, the
Fireside Experience Program
also sponsors what Kerr calls
"contract courses" in which
UNH groups ask to have ,a
program designed for teenagers
do exchanges with other universities and colleges, and do
workshops about what the Fireside Program is and how it
works at UNH.

CONVER TIBLE*
TRAVEL . LUGGAGE
Caribou Gulliver

105.00

Caribou Gypsy

129.95

Kelty China Clipper

149.95
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DERNEs s·
RAILS
Mill Road Plaza, Durham! NH 03824 • ( 603) 868-5584

*Converts from Luggage to a
Luggage Backpack

-

32 Main St., Durham, NH

Fresh Coffee & Donuts
Salad Bar
Ben & Jerry's Ice Cream
Cones·& Pints
Made to order deli sandwiches
Video Movie Rentals
VCR Rentals

Monday & Tuesday:
Rent 2 taP.eS for the price qf 1
-.

;••·············
······~~-•
With This Coupon
••• $1.00
•••
Off Any Made
••
••
To Order Sub
·••
•
Expires 5/7/85
••
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
2 liter Pepsi, Coke 99¢

Case of 12 oz. cans qf Pepsi or Coke $5. 99

868-2521

~

29 Main St.
Durham .
Phone:
_
868-7051
Mon. - Sat. 9-5:30

or£

,oufl

A,Wi·····
s,£RO 44s

,s .....s

$4

49s

EveryTI calculator comes with
. ·.

one extra number. . ·
1-800-TI-CARES

-.UNCI
729 Boylston St. Suite 201
Boston, MA 02116
Mon-Fri 9:30-5:30 p.m.

Ask for free catalog .

.
■.

..
,.,

the Rest"
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When you buy a Texas .
·Instruments calculator you :
don't just buy a calculator, -you
buy Texas Instruments' commitment to quality. ·
Its a commitment backed
by a fully developed service
network that includes the
above toll . . free number you can
call from anyplace in the
United States.
If you have any applications,

·.

.

Full Service Deli

A Cut Above

~

-

•• •

·■

-.-.iLEG AL<cominued from page 1)
Judicial Affairs Committee chairman.
.
Eric Adams, a commuter
sen~tor who supervised the
bidding process, was not a_vailable for comment.
The new service will probably
--spend most of its time counseling students on landlord/ tenant
issues and minor violations of
the town open container law,
Evans said.
Right now less than 10 percent of students have used the
service, Durdan said.
Durdan said the legal services
contract has been adjusted to
provide more incentive for the
firm to provide its duties. For
example, payment will be in
four installments instead of two.
The final payment won't be
made until the last day of the
contract, he said.
Mulvey and Noucas received
the final payment of their twoins tallmen t, $22,000 contract
in February, and may have not
had as much incentive to do
their job since then , Durdan
said.

·••••

operations, or service questions,
call us Monday thru Friday
between 9 am and 4 pm CST,
and we'll be glad to help.
If your calculator needs
repairing, we'll direct you to
one of our 46 conveniently
located service centers for an
immediate exchange. Under
warranty, it's free. If there's no
center near you, we'll do it all
by mail.

Of course, there's just one
catch. It has to be a Texas
Instruments calculator. But
then, if you're as smart as we
think you are, why wouldn't
it be?

TEXAS'f

INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products

and services for you.

-
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<continued from page 2)
Lupo closed the lecture, reading from an article in which he
asked if it would ever come to
be that no one would "care to
put a flower in a pot" in memory
of those who died fighting for
our country. What was his
point?
Just to say on behalf of himself and his wife that "it's the
job of the journalist to reach
people and make them care."

By JIM DAVIS

GARFIELD
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(continued from page 8)
front of Hamilton Smith, in the
lower quad, and in the
Williamson-Ch ristianson area.
"I think it went off really well,"
said Mancison.
Ronald Lavoie, UNH assistant manager of grounds and
roads, said the Greeks were a
"great help". "Our 20 person
crew is backed up in spring
cleaning," he said.

Special
/ .
Bic cle Sale
~

Nishiki
Olympic 12

By BERKE BREATHED

BLOOM COUNTY

~eg. $325

Sale $275 pkg.
-~
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Includes Alloy Rear Rack, Connon, dale Bag, Water Bottle & Cage, Alloy
Wheels, Double Butted, Chromemoly Frame, QR-Front and Rear
Wheel, 12 Speeds Lifetime Frame

/

1 Year FREE Service
-andCh~up

Durham1i"ike

868-5634
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SHOE

M-F 9--':30
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We're very different from
other resume writing and
career planning services ...

SEE.lF'«>UCANFINDAeooD (<e~
IT; TIME- WE Fl,.Et' UP

Apollo Consultants

,Ul~ J"OINT.

-since 1972-
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··· We get results.
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SUMMER
COUNSEL ORS

·.

I

Rochester
335-1588

yn lcate, Inc.

_By TOM WILSON
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• .. IF YOU ARE NOT HERE,
PLEA!>E DiSRE:GARDTtfiS~ICf

8

We can offer you ten weeks of summer
employment at our beautiful 30-acre Bancroft North site, located in a superb seacoast
setting on Penobscot Bay, Maine.
Individuals with such recreational skills as
arts/crafts, sports/camping, swimmin,/
boating and those with course work m
Special Education, Human Services or
similar studies arc all welcome. Swimming
and boating counselors must have Advanced
Life Saving certification. .
Orientation begins at the Bancroft School
in Haddonfield, NJ, on or about June 17th
with housing provided during your stay.
Then you arc off to Maine. Transportation,
room, board and salary are provided. Bancroft participates in college co-op credit
programs. Qualified applicants should send
resume or apply iq person to the Employee
Relations Department, Monday through
Friday, 8:30 AM to S PM.

The Bancroft School
Hopkins Lallf, HaddoDflekt, NJ 08033
(609) 429-0018
FA!ul Opport■IIICJ Ea,ao,er
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Apart-nm for Rem
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Cape Cod Wanted for summer 2 female
to share a large house in Yarmouth Port
with 3 girls. Reasonable rent. June 1-Sept.
1. Great location for beach and jobs. Call
Beth or Sally at 868-2177.
Sublet wanted: For June and July. Single
apt with kitchen and bath. Very quiet. $280
a ·month. For info. call Chris at 868-1527
MWF mornings and weekdays between
4 and 8.
Durham-Furnished single rooms with bath
available for female students only. Available
for 1985-86 academic year. Private entrance. Ten minute walk from T-HalL $850
per semester, including utilties. Call 8682217 after 4 p.m.
For Rent 1 or 2 spaces available for summer
sublet in beautiful apt. two houses from
tho Durh<>m po<:>t offirp $1 SO/month
- person includes everything. Females only.
Call Carrie at 868- 7558.
Summer Sublet June-Aug. Davis Court
Apts. 56 Madbury Rd. space available for
2-3 more people. $140/ea furnished,
spacious, balcony, right on campusl Call
868-5461, ask for Nancy, Terry or Kim.
OGUNQUIT, Ocean, Resort Motel Staff
Wanted-live-in or out, couples or singles.
Excellent opportunity. We encourage
students, staff or faculty to reply. Please
send resume and letter as soon as possible
in May. Save ad and inquire anytime. P.O.
Box 418, Ogunquit, Me 03907 (207)-€i46955a
Summ~r Sublet/Fall Option in Dover-1
double bedroom, 1 single bedroom, livingroom, kitchen, full-bath, large front lawn,
free parking, on Kari-Van, 5 miles to UNH,
$330/month ($110/person) plus elect.:
Call after 8:00 pm and ask for Doug or Tom.
Spend a fabulous summer at Foss Farm
Rd. located 5 min walk from McConnell
off Mill Rd. 3 openings for summer available.
$150 month plus utilites. Call anytime after
4 p.m. to see the house. Ask for Emily or
Mike, 868-1352. Call soon.

CLASSIFIED
2 female roommates wanted next year (8586). Spacious apartment in Durham 3
bedrooms, Call 742-8191 .
Summmer Sublet in Durham/Large house
with kitchen near campus at 71 Madbury
Rd. 4 openings available, $150/month for
June, July, Agusut. Call Sandy at 868-5181
or Michelle, Kathy, Beth rms 227-228 at
868-9791.

Summer Sublet June-Aug. Davis Court
apts. 56 Madbury Rd. Space available for
2-3 more people. $140/ea. Furnished
spacious balcony, right on campus! Call
868-5461 . Ask for Nancy, Terry or Kim.
Roommate 26 year old female grad looking
for a summer roommate. Great country
location close to UNH, privacy sunny new
apt. Own bedroom not avarlable in fall. Your
share $200. Call 659-6775 or 659-5932.
Summer Sublet-one bedroom apartment
(suitable for 3 people) at the COOPS;
spacious living room. For more information
call Kim or Monica at 868-9788 or 2-167 4.
Dover Summer sublet with fall option. 2
bdrms w/w carpeting. laundry fac. parking
on K-van route, 4 miles from campus.
$115/person/mo or best offer. Call 7420531 ask for Susan.

Room for rent in Durham private home,
just off campus. Private bath. Female, nonsmoker $200/month. Available for summer
ana/or fall. Call 868-2628 evenings.
Historic South Portsmouth-1 roommate
needed. Colonial Home, 1740, on water
with floating dock. Wast;ier / dryer included
$225/mo and utilties. Call Don at 926-6311
days or 431-8661 nights. Move in ASAP
2 minute walk to Kari-van stop.
Apartment Wanted: UNH student looking
for quiet single apartment for 85-86 school
year. Must be on campus w/bathroom.
Female/non smoking. Call Debbie at 8689714.
Female roommate needed for all own roomDavis Court, $195 month & electricty (heat
included) Call Lisa 868-1975 or Jeannette
886-7208.
2 bedroom apt in beautiful victorian duplex;
in Strafford NH near Bow Lake; easy 20
minute commute to Durham: $375 plus
utilites. Faculty or staff preferred, 664-9547.
1 female roommate needed for 85-86
school year to share large 2 bedroom apt.
with 3 girls. Great location in Durham
(behind Seacoast Bank) $200 & utilities.
Call anytime 868-6168.
June-August Summer Sublet-Davis Court
Apt. 56 Madbury Rd. Space available tor
2-3 more people/$140 ea. Furnished,
spacious, bajcony, right on campus! Call
868-5461 ask tor Nancy, Terry or Kim .
Lg. historic south Portsmouth home. 1
bedroom available on the water with floating
dock. Washer-dryer included. $225/mo
& utils. Move in ASAP. Call Don at 9626311 days or 431-8661 nights.

Work study/ Hourly positions available for
the fall semester at the Non-traditional
student center! For more info: Call 8623647.

1972 Honda CB 750. Must ·s ell. $500
excellent bike for around town or highway
travel.
Kustom 130 watt guitar amp, 4 channels
with lead cabinet, 4/10 in. Speakers, rarely
used. Mint cond. $395 on best offer. Call
Charlie 868-5698

WANTED: Person to direct activity program
at Siesta Shores Campground. Weekend
employment, call Lee at 659-3852 for
particulars.

1968 Toyota Corona. Body is rusted but
engine runs well. TR Lawrence, Fogg Trailer
Park, C-4 (Parkers Falls Road at Lee Town
Line) Day time phone 862-2828

Earn money on all the magazines sold on
campus. Need people to post information.
Good profit. Write: BPC, 8218 Hardy,
Overland Park, IS 66204.

1972 Capri 2000, 4 cyl., 4 sp. Some rust
on a California body but still solid. Mechanicals sound but old. A classic sports coupe
for one $475. Call 659-2745 days.

A&P Supermarket is now accepting applications for a variety of permanent part
time positions. Morning, afternoon and
evenings sh1tts ava11ao1e 1mmed1ate1y in
all departments. Apply in person at the A&P,
Deer St., Parade Mall, Portsmouth. No
phone calls please.

1978 Ford Mustang. No rust. One owner.
Dependable transportaion 197 4 Dodger
Van. Good utility truck $800. Also Shimpo

SUB STOP now accepting underclassmen/ classwomen applications to train now
and to work beginning of fall semester. No
experience necessary. Good attitude, neat,
appearance a plus. Friendly.
Live-in babysitter for summer for 3 boys
ages 13, 8 and 10 months . Salary plus
private room and board . Call 664-2938
evenings or weekends.

HAWAII-FT. LAUDERDALE-CALIFOR· NIA-VAIL-ASPEN-BAHAMAS YOU
CAN HAVE MONEY TO TRAVEL ANYH_e_1_p_w_a_n_t_e_d__
WHERE YOU LIKE OR BUY ANYTHING
.~
.
YOU WANT - NOWI ARE YOU EARNING
Bartender and waitresses wanted. No
WHAT YOU'RE WORTH OR WOULD LIKE
experience needed. Positions available
TO SUPPLEMENT YOUR INCOME?
now and for summer jobs. Apply in person
WOULD YOU LIKE TO REPRESENT PRObetween 7 p.rn.-8 p.m. open hrs. 6 p.m. til · DUCTS THAT WORK AND YOU CAN BE
1 a.m. Old Farm Pub, 34 Locust Street,
PROUD OF? JOIN THOUSANDS OF SUCDover, NH 03820 °742-9808.
CESSFUL PEOPLE THAT MAKE ANYActivitist Wantd: Progressive citizens WHERE FROM AN AVERAGE OF $1,000network, working for affordable energy and $25,000 PER MONTH! NO TRAVELINGa safe environment is seeking articulate, NO DOOR TO DOOR- WORD OF MOUTH
energetic people to join its political staff. IS THE KEYi PRODUCTS HAVE A 100%
Training/National travel great summer MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. MAKE MOemployment $180-225 wkly tor an inter- NEY NOW! ASK ME HOWi CALL 868-1482
FOR AN INTERVIEW.
view. Call (603) 225-4007.

l___
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Summer rooms foe rent at AGR, 6 Strafford Ave., Durham. Kitchen priveleges, cable
_ J.V. off-street parking, Contact Tom or
Theron at 862-1306 or 868-9859.
SUMMER RECREATION STAFF WANTED:
Apartments for Rent: We need two female Playground Supervisor-18 yr. old min
roomates to share a two bedroom apart- experience working with children required,
ment on Bagdad Rd. next year. For more as well as working knowledge of crafts ,
info. call 868-9854 or 862-1128 ask for games, sports, etc. Must be a_vailable June
24-August 23. Waterfront Staff-Supervisor
Sue or Tracy in Rm. 205.
and Guard/ lnstructors-18 yr. old min.,
For Rent-Four bedroom apt. in Portsmouth
current WSI preferred, but other Red Cross
$675/mo plus utilties. Newly renovated,
Certification considered. Must be available
9 month lease starting in September. Call
weekdays and weekends as schedule
207-439-4285 Mark.
requires: May 30-Sept. 2. Experience
Summer Room rentals at Sigma Beta (SB) preferred. All positions: References and
$375 full summer. (May 27-Sept 1) Call participation in lnservice Training required.
Dan at 868-9723.
Concession Stand Operator also needed.
Wanted-2 people to share a house on Applications and details available at
Young Drive. $900/semester plus utilities. Franklin Parks and Recreation, Memorial
_Room is a double with own half bath. 4 quiet, St., Franklin, NH phone: §34-2118.
friendly housemates, call 2-1588 or 2-1589.
Ask for Francoise, Hope, Tim or Steve.

Wood bench w. steel trame with York
weights, curl bar, dumb bells etc. Living
room coffee table. Have a look, will take
best offer. Call Peter eve. 868-2442

House painters with equipment needed.
Interior and exterior, own transportation.
Call: Mark (603) 431-4790 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. -

SUMMER SUBLET in the COOPS! Very
close to campus 2 person efficiency
apartment-furnished, $300 per month.
($150 per person) includes all utilities. Call
Heidi 2-1511 or Joanne 862-3101.
Subletters wanted for summer. Furnished
two bedroom apt in the Coops. Rent
negotiable. Call 868-1116.

SUMMER RESIDENT CAMP STAFF
NEEDED Ecology director, waterfront
direction and staff and more. 625-6431
or 964-9824.

Child care, part or full time, now a summer.
·Several postions available in area private
homes. Experience and dependability
necessary. Also accepting registrations
tor Home Health Care, housekeeping,
"house-sitting' and yard and garden
maintenance positions. Call Help-at-Home
Placement Service, 749-6252.
WORK-STUDY STUDENTS: The TASk
Center is taking applications for Tutor I Counselors to work 8-12 hrs/week
during 85-86. Must be interested in academics and have a good GPA. You will be
trained. $3.75-$4.50 hour. Call 2-3698 or
stop by Richards House for an application
by 5/10.
.
NEW ENGLAND BROTHER/SISTER
CAMPS - (Mass.) Mah-Kee-nae tor
Boys/Danbee for Girls. Counselor Positons
tor Program Specialists: AIJ land sports
plus, Arts/Theatre/Dance, Gymnastics,
rocketry, ropes course; all waterfront
activities-including swimming, diving, small
craft; plus overnight camping, computers,
videotaping and more. Inquire: Camps
Mah-Kee-Nac/Danbee, 190 Linden
Avenue, Glen Ridge, NJ 07028, Phone
(201) 429-8522.
HELP!! Our company is growing faster than
every. Many part time positions (10-20
hrs./wk.) available with earnings of $100$200 or more. Full time for summer and
beyond also a possibility. Call Marc Zahler
. at 742-3212 for more info.
lnt'I Student Orientation Coordinator positon available summer 1985 International
Students office under guidance of lnt'I
Students Advisor. Plan full orientation
program for new foreign students. Pay is
$200 for project, starts _in May. Apply
immediately to Marissa Charlich 2-2050.
Work study preferred but not required.

Town of Durham Public Works Department
wants employees to assist in general public
works maintenance and construction
projects for the summer. Work to begin
in May. Full time employment for the
summer. Must be available for the entire
summer-May 27th or earlier through
August 30th and must be 18 years of age.
$4.76/hr. Applications available at Town
Office until May 3, 1985. THE TOWN OF
DURHAM IS AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION/EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

Mlscellaneou1
for Sale

pottor'o whool and l,iln. 9G9 6~07 or 9G9

1073. Please leave message.
1981 Suzuki GS550T. Only 5,500 mi.
peautiful cond, and loaded w / extras.
$1200.00. Call Paul 2-2159, 868-9771
WORD PROCESSOR-portable home computer. Excellent for paper writing, prints
letter-quality. Comes with wordstar program, games and other programs. Call 8681242.
WOOD BENCH w/Steel frame with York .
weights, curl bar, dumb bells etc. Living
room coffee table. Have a look. Will ta.ke
best offer. Call Peter evenings 868 -2442
'76 Ford Mustang II, 4 cylinder, automatic
AM/FM radio, good mileage. Asking $1500.
Call at 868-5643
1973 Toyota Wagon. Great engine. Body
needs work. Price very negotiable. Call
Julie, 868-6148 after 9:00 p.m.
"WELCOME TO NEW HAMPSHIRE, NOW
GO HOME" bumperstickers. Only $1.50
each to: BMC, Box 1900, Conway, NH
03818. Free list of wise-cracks available
on request.

I
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D._u_n_e_B_u_g-gy-$4_5_0_,-19,-,c-o-lo_r_T_V.,$1 oo, LP

Gas water heater $60, Franklin fireplace
$150, self-propelled lawn mower $110,
Minolta XG-1 35 m Camera w/electronic
bouncer flash, carry case-exc. Cond.
$225. Call 942-7614 eves.

Motorcycle 1978 Suzuki G555oe blackgood condition. Asking $750 call 742-1747,
ask for Steve.
FURNITURE FOR SALE: Large refrigerator,
add free $300, sofa and chair-floral yeilow
print $125, twin bed, box spring mattre.ss
$65, chair w /foot stod-rust print,$50, den
chair-gray herculon, $30, sewing rpachine
$35, stereo and turntable $45, small
refrigerator $50, all items excellent condition. Asking price listed or best offer. Call
1-362-4761
Oscilloscope, telequipment S51 B good
condition, $48, 5 Data tapes, 2400, high
density, unknown condition, $20. Digital
voltmeter NLS X-3, Good condition $12.
Call Marc days 2-2139 evenings 749-5016.
'76 Ford Mustang II, 4 cylinder automatic
AM/FM radio, good mileage. Asking $1500.
Call at 868-5643
Write your own professional resume with
easy to follow line .by line instruction form
$5.40 each (ck/MO) to SECRETARY, 13
Old Landing Rd ., Durham, NH 03824
1980 Volkswagon Rabbit. Body in perfect
condition. New tires, new battery/alternator/shocks, AM/FM cassette,
$2000 or best otter. Call Chuck at 868 5839
Refrigerator, apartment size, only 8 months
old, by lndesit. Measures 21 'x21 'x35,
approx. 5 cu. ft., freezer section, wood grain
exterior. New! $180-asking $130, excellent condition call Doug 749-4070. Leave
message.

I~

SUMMER STORAGE AVAILABLE AT REASONABLE RATES. CALL 742-6148.
Typing only $1 page. Call Joanne Hack
at Business Support Services, 436-4001
(days) or 749-2338 (evenings). Pick up
and delivery in Durham every day.
Need a paper typed? give me a call. $1.00
a page. Linda _869-2966.
Typin_g-Term papers, thesis, etc. Sutdents
and faculty, STARR & STARR Secretarial
Service, 603-926-2199.
End of the semester. Need furniture
moved? Call Chris's Light Trucking. Anywhere in southern New Hampshire to
Boston. Hourly and daily rates. Call for an
estimate. 749-1899.
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The UNH StudenrSenate has 3 awards
to present at graduation. One for service
to UNH, one for achievement and a
womens awards. If you know of anybody
worthy fill out a nomination form available
at the senate office in the MUB. Decisions
will be made Friday.
Do you want to see people slosh in the
mud? Come to the SAE Tug 'O War for
Easter Seals on Sat. May 4 @ noon. Call
Jay D. or Al B. @ 2-2397 or 868-9831 if
you want to enter a team.
HEY, WUNH NIGHT IN THE MUB PUB!!
WOW. Saturday, May 4th. Dancing Tunes,
T shirt giveaways, plus more!! Don't miss
out! Doors open at 8 p.m.!!
Special survival offer for finals week! Walk,
drive, jog, bike or skate out Rte. 1-55-A to
Green Dream Farm. Treat yourself to our
delicious ice cream or yogurt and SAVE
2'5¢ with this ad May 17-24 only!! OPEN
11 am to 9 pm every day 659-5127.
HAVE YOU TRIED TO GAIN OR MAINTAIN
YOUR WEIGHT, OR ADD BULK WITH NO
SUCCESS? WE HAVE AN HERBAL/ ALOE
BASED NUTRITIONAL SYSTEM FROM
CALIFORNIA THAT WILL HELP YOU GAIN
OR KEEP YOU AT THE WEIGHT YOU
NEED AND GET HEAL THY WHILE YOU
DO IT! 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
GAIN WEIGHT NOW! ASK ME HOW! CALL
868-1482.
The UNH Student Senate has 3 awards
to present at graduation. One for service
to UNH, one for achievement and a
womens awards. If you know of anybody
worthy fill out a nomination form available
at the senate office in the MUB. Decisions
· will be made Friday.

JOANNE HOPE YOU HAD A HAPPY
BIRTHDAY!!!!! You_
r future roomie
$10-$360 weekly/ up mailing circulars!
No bosses/quotas! Sincerely interested
rush self-addressed envelope! Mailers
Association Dist AR-7CEG, PO Box 470,
Woodstock, IL 60098.
Term Papers professionally typed-$1 page.
Call 436-4001 (days) or 749-2338 (evenings). Word processing also available.
FRED & FRED Here'.s your requested
personal. We're so glad we met you guys
in your final semester here so that we could
corrupt you and educate. Now Wayne
knows that Oral x isn't talking dirty. The
Breakfast Club will be eating popcorn for
a while! So, Transylvania transvestites use
lipstick, eh? Or could that be a sign of a
good student? No wonder why you guys
have to go to school every week. Seriously,
thanks for the good times and deep
discussions. Love Tread & Retread
The UNH Student Senate has 3 awards
to present at graduation. One tor service
to UNH, one for achievement and a
womens awards. If you know of anybody
worthy fill out a nomination form available
at the senate office in the MUB. Decisions
will be made Friday.
Music Marathan DJ Service available for
weddings, parties, dances. Call 207-6985678. Ask for Keith.
Karen-Just a note to let you know that
I'm still doing the little things . Hope y.ou
had a nice weekend. I missed you. Love,
Matt.
JOANNE HOPE YOU HAD A HAPPY
BIRTHDAY!!!!I Your future roomie
3rd Annual SAE Tug 'O War for Easter Seals
Sat. May 4 @ noon. Let's pull for Easter
Seals.
DO YOU FEEL TIRED, SLUGGISH NEVER
ENOUGH ENERGY TO STUDY? WANT TO
BOOST YOUR ENERGY LEVEL WITHOUT
STIMULANTS OR DRUGS? WE HAVE AN
HERBAL/ ALOE BASED NUTRITIONAL
SYSTEM FROM CALIFORNIA THAT IS
SWEEPING THE COUNTRY THAT WILL
HELP YOU SHAKE THAT RUN-DOWN .
FEELINGI ALL NATURAL PRODUCTS
WILL GIVE YOU AN ENERGY BOOST
WHILE YOU GET HEALTH AT THE SAME
TIME 1100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
FEEL GREAT NOW! ASK ME HOW! CALL
868-1482.
The UNH Student Senate has 3 awards
to present at graduation . One for service
to UNH, one for achievement and a
womens awards. If you know of anybody
worthy fill out a nomination form available
at the senate office in the MUB. Decisions
will be made Friday.
Where can you see DOWN AVENUE, THE
ITONES, DELFUEGOS and the BOSTON
COMEDY COMPANY all in one day?! The
music extravaganza of the year is coming
soonl! Springfest 85. Come for the fun!!
Watch for debuts!!
Springfest 85 is coming soon!! Watch for ·
details!I Don't miss out!!
COLOR ANALYSIS AND BEAUTY FACIALOnly $20.00 find out your nat~ral skin tone
colors, best make up shades, how to color
coordinate your wardrobe. Bee happier
this spring. For appointment call 659-2268
or 431-1979.
ADOPTION Professional married couple
wish to adopt a newborn. Will pay all
medical, legal and counseling expenses.
Please contact Robert Bosie, 440 Hanover
St., Manches,ter, NH (603) 668-2222.
LET'S MAKE IT TOGETHER! How can
someone help you get where you're going
if you're not sure of the destination yourself?
Apollo Consultants' individualized career
planning services show you how to define
your skills, recognize your experience, and
market yourself. We'll explore possibilities
together with our innovative, personalized
resume writing, career planning and job
hunting techniques. We are money well
spent. APOLLO CONSULT ANTS - since
1972 - Portsmouth 436-2552, Dover 7421961, Rochester, 335-1588.
The UNH Student Senate has 3 awards
to present at graduation. One for service
to UNH, one for achievement and a
womens awards. If you know of anybody
worthy fill out a nomination form available
at the senate office in the MUB. Decisions
will be made Friday.
Come to the SAE Tug 'O War for Easter
Seals Sat. May 4 @ noon. Mens and
womens teams. Call Jay or Al @ 2-2397
or 868-9831 for details.
To the person who found my grey corduroy
jacket and my wallet at Lambda Chi on
Saturday night. I would really appreciate
their return to Lambda-no questions asked.
It will take me months to replace everything
in my wallet. You can keep the money!
T~ .... .-.1 ......
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Wildca t men's lacros se team bombe d by Yale
By J. Mellow
Is there a curse on certain
UNH men's athletic teams?
Take the men's ice hockey
team. Six players already drafted
into the pros, a solid veteran
defense and the first line of
Douris, Richmond and Muse
totalling 145 points.
A 16-26 season overall.
Take the men's lacrosse team.
Brian Byrnes, second on the all
time list of UNH career assists
with 85 and climbing; Steve
Giatrelis, returning .high scorer
from last season with 115 career
points to date.
Sophomore Steve Thomas
leading the Wildcats with 21
goals; micklk ju11iu15 Tom SnoW'
and Tom Arrix back from last
year's squad.
On defense, veteran strongholds Steve Zamojski, Steve Fay,
John Silverio, and Steve Fenton
anchoring the UNH backfield.
Talent. Good, strong talent.
But this Saturday, the Wildcats dropped a much-needed win
to Yale University by a score
of-brace yourself-18 to 6.
Head coach Ted Garber
shakes his head.
"If we didn't have the talent,
if we were playing teams much
better than us talent-wise, I
wouldn't mind so mu,h," Garber
said.
But UNH just can't seem to
put it together. It's like a plague.
"One thing we do have is
talent," Garber continues. " .. .it's
the playing together as a team,
the mental part of it, that we' re
inconsistent with."
That inconsistency hit the
Wildcats Saturday, a day UNH
needed to play as a team; a day
they needed to win.
_"The game started well,"
· Garber said. "We both hustled
for the ball. We .missed a couple
of shots, they missed a couple
of shots, they missed a couple
of shots. But from there, we got
ourselves in a hole."
"Our shooting first quarter
was two (goals) for ten (shots),
two for six in the second. In faceoffs, Yale beat us 15-3 in the
first· half."
.
He continues.
"We tried to clear the ball
using a ten man zone ... they
(Yale) picked off clears. Once
play got going they seemed a
little more aggressive. It only
added to our frustration."
Aggressive is the word .

Though UNH's Barry Fraser
was able to tie Yale's opening
goal at 4:57 into the first
quarter, Fraser's tally was to be
the closest UNH would get to
the Elis. Four other Yale goals
to UNH's one ended the stanza
5-2.
UNH was then left behind
as the Elis outscored the Wildcats 7-2 in the second period,
3-1 in the third and 3-1 in the
fourth quarter. It hurt.
Penalties didn't help. Eighteen total UNH infractions gave
way to seven extra-man goals
for Yale and put UNH at a one
or two men down disadvantage
too many times to count.

haven't had that."
"Talent-wise, we have better
than Chad Doe -(All-American
while at UNH). But having the
heart, the guts, the maturity and
having them come through with
it is different. They have to want
to win for the team vs. winning
for themselves or goals or
assists. We have to go through

ground balls harf.'n ot worrying
about getting knocked down."
UNH next takes on Harvard
Wednesday in Cambridge.
Though the Crimson has hardly
had a winning season, losses
have been to nationally-ranked
teams: C.W. Post by two, Syracuse by four, Cornell by three
and Princeton by four. UNH has

The race was resumed at the
end of the regatta with UNH
, having a jump on Brown and
Dartmouth at the start. UNH
held the lead until reaching the
curve near the half-way mark,
where Brown took the lead. The
final 300 meters of the 2000meter course had UNH and
Brown fighting for first place.
. In one final effort Brown pulled

"But I'd say it's a 50-50 game,"
Garber says. "Harvard is in the
same situation-a lot of tough
games played well, but coming
up short."

Pc1h.ip5 UNl-I'.3 3ofo saving ·

grace was found in sophomore
goaltender Dave Applefeld.
Though the Elis were able to
tally 18 goals in the game,
Applefeld also stopped 20 Yale
shots in the first full collegiate
game of his career.
,"The loss was hardly his
fault," Garber said, "he played
well. I'm going to see how it
goes, but he may play some more
this year; I don't see why he
shouldn't."
Because of the loss, however,
UNH is denied any fealistic
chance of claiming the NEILA
Division I title, a title given on
the basis of record after New ·
England games. Though UNH,
Brown and Yale were all contenders for the title, UNH's
New England reco.r d now falls
to 4-2 while Brown remains
undefeated at 5-0 with a 7-6
defeat of Yale Tuesday.
Did anything good come of
this loss? Maybe, Garber says,
just maybe.
"It was a frustrating game for
us," he admits, "but the positive
thing was they didn't start
yelling at each other. They hung
together, worked hard-that's
a good sign."
But Yale could be too little
of that element, too late.
"We had good practices all
last week. We thought we could .
do it. But game day was a
different day. We were missing
an element-making errors and
missing opportunities."
"Lacrosse is a game of momentary opportunities, offensively and defensively. We're
not a bunch of Larry Birds (who
can go out and perform well
every game), but everyone can
. go (?Ut and try as hard. We

The UNH men•s lacrosse team lost at Yale Saturday 18-6. They play Harvard Wednesday and

Army Saturday.(Charles Smith, Jr. file photo)

'R ichter wins javelin again
By Bob Arsenault
The women's track squad
competed at the Fitchburg State
Invitational on Sunday this past
weekend.
Highlighting the meet once
again for the women was sophomore Sandy Richter in the
javelin. Her throw of 144'2"
won the event and at this time
she looms as the favorite to win
the javelin at the upcoming New
England's.
On Thursday of last week,
Richter finished a strong sixth
at the Penn Relays in the javelin.

Julie Weekes and senior Michelle Cochran both ran well
in the sprints Sunday. Weekes
took fifth in the 100m high
hurdles with a time of 16.3 and
Cochran, fighting her way back
from a leg injury, ran to a fourth
place finish in the 200m in 26. 7.
In the distance events senior
Pam Egan and Cindy Defrancesco ran 10:25.1 and 10:42.1
respectively. In the 10,000,
Jocelyn Ritche{ ran 41:50, missing qualifying for the New
England's by 1:20.
For Egan it was her last race

Wildca t men's crew team at Hanov er
By Erika Randmere
UNH men's crew matched
Dartmouth and Brown in Hanover Saturday. At the opening
of the regatta, the·second novice
boat's race stopped after the first
seven strokes when a Brown
rower was thrown half-way out
of the boat when his oar was
pulled under the water. Brown
claimed the fact that they used
Dartmouth's boat and their own
oars, which did not fit properly,
were the reasons for the problem.

yet to beat Harvard in approximately 40 years, or since World
War II.

but still placed third with a time
of5:35 behind Dartmouth's 5:31
and Brown's winning time of
5:26.

as a UNH runner.
"Pam had a great race at the
1983 ECAC outdoor meet," said
UNH head coach Nancy Krueger. "Her career has been hampered a lot by ligament injuries
and tendinitis. It's too bad
because after each injury we had
to start from the ground up
again," continued Krueger.
"She has been a good team
member for three years - a real
mainstay. She just kept coming
out and doing the work. She is
and was a good team person who
ran ten straight seasons for us,"
added Krueger.
UNH's Wendy DeCroteau
also had a good outing, placing
fifth in the hammer throw with
a season-best distance of 120'4".

ahead at the finish to win by one
second.

said Segal, "But our high stroke
rate did us in during the last
twenty strokes of the race."

"We made them earn their
win," said rower Chris Kemp.
Brown's victory was . dulled
when they realized that their
heavy weight boat was racing
against UNH's light weights.
Heavy weight boats have more
power because of more weight
to put behind the oar.

<cominued from page 19)
Brown placed first with a time
UNH' s first novice boat, after only one hit. Four walks by the
of 5:24, Dartmouth, 5:34 and
a false start, had to row hard UNH pitcher, Geary, gave
UNH, 5:35.
to catch the ·strong starts by UM ass a run in the first, and
The third Varsity boat was Brown and Dartmouth. One two errors paved the way for
another run in the second. Two
in top form in their race. UNH quarter ihto the race Brown was
made it's move at middle of in the lead by a boat length and errors and a triple accounted
course to come even with Dartmouth by one half. At the · for the final two runs, in the
Brown. UNH matched Brown half way mark UNH took a fourth inning.
Holzman's single in the sixth
until the last fifteen strokes power twenty and pulled even
where Brown pulled ahead by with Dartmouth. "Brown was was the only offense UNH could
muster against UMass' Stockley.
a quarter boat length. According out of our league by that point,"
"Ellen (Geary) settled down
to coxswain Scott Johnson the said coxswain Julie Stickler.
race was a strong morale builder UNH concentrated on Dart- after the first two innings and
as UNH placed only four se- mouth and in the final quarter pitched very well," said Job.
of the race took an early sprint Geary gave up only three hits
conds behind Brown.
to keep a lead on Dartmouth to in the game.
"We can't afford all the
Brown's Varsity heavy weight finish second behind Brown.
errors, especially when we are
boat took a quick lead on both
UNH will be competing this not hitting well," said Job.
UNH and Dartmouth at the
The Wildcats finished the
start. UNH rowed strongly. Saturday in the New England
keeping ahead of Dartmouth Invitational Regatta at Worces- season with a 5-12 record after
having got up to 5-7 a week ago .
for the first one third of the race, ter.

The Junior Varsity boat had
an explosive start according to
coxswain Bill Segal. UNH
rowed with a fast stroke rate
of 47 strokes per minute at the
start, with Brown having only
two seats on UNH. Brown
pulled away in the second 500
meters, but UNH kept with
Dartmouth until the second half
of the race.
"We took an early sprint and
moved back on Dartmouth,"
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Wild cat wom en's crew varsi ty boat stuns Brow n
By Mary Penney
Squadroni, varsity women's
Once again, UNH women's coach. "The 1000 meter mark
crew team was a tough contend- is where the race begins. The
er for Division One opponents second half has to be as powerful
Smith and Brown on Saturday as the first half of the race. We
in North Hampton, MA.
learned how to do · this and
UNH' s varisty women pulled applied it to the race."
away from Brown at the finish
According to Squadroni,
with a powerful sprint beating Brown has already beaten Dartthem by 2.5 seconds, to finish mouth, Princeton, and Yale, all
at 6: 59. Smith trailed behind Division One schools that UNH
finishing at 7:05.
will be encountering at the
"The varsity race was defi- Intercollegiate Championships
nitely an upset," said John June 1 and 2 in Virginia. UNH

lost to Dartmouth and Radcliffe
last weekend, but after this race,
they're ready to face them again,
he said.
The Varsity Four race was
also triumphant for UNH.
Taking a strong lead at the start,
the four continued to move,
finishing first at 8:38 with
Brown second at 9:09 and Smith
third at 9:02.
The JV women were close on
Smith's stern, but were unable
to catch them in the sprint. They

Softb all squa d loses three
By Steve Langevin
The UNH women's softball
team got solid pitching for most
of the weekend at the University
of Massachusetts Invitational,
but a lack of hitting as well as
some defensive lapses resulted
in three close losses.
On Friday the Wildcats
dropped a doubleheader to
UMass, 4-0 and 1-0, and Saturday they lost to Vermont 6-5.
Against Vermont the Wildca ts rallied from a 5-1 deficit,
scoring twice in the sixth and
twice more in the seventh
inning, to knot the score at 5-

5.

In the sixth, with Linda
Couture and Grace Willis having
already reached base with walks,
Heidi Wentrup lined a double
to left-center to trim the UVM
lead to 5-3.
Designated hitter Maura Farley led off the top of the seventh
for UNH by making it to first
base on an error by the UVM
pitcher. Lyn Holzman was then
hit by a pitch, putting runners
on first and second. After Ellen
Geary, pinchhitting for pitcher
Barb Drotos, walked to load the
bases, Couture singled to score
pinchrunner Cara Sheehan, but
Jennifer Briggs, who was pinchrunning for Holzman was

finished third at 7 :46 behind
Smith's 7:42 with Brown finishing first at 7:31.
In the novice women's races,
UNH was a strong contender,
according to Coach Marc Lessard. In the 'B' boat race, UNH
raced both their 'B' and 'C' boats
against Smith and Brown. The
race was close with Brown
taking the lead and maintaining
it to finish first at 8: 17. UNH
'C' boat upset their 'B' boat to
finish second at 8:37. UNH 'B'
was third at 8'48 while Smith
trailed behind to finish fourth
at 9:04.
"We were really moving
together," :,a.id II.ilary Rako:skc,

thrown out at the plate by the
thirdbaseman. Cathy Vickery' s
fielder's choice scored Geary
with the tying run.
However, two singles and a
sacrifice fly to right field in
Vermont's half of the seventh
was enough to hand the Wildcats another frustrating defeat.
Drotos threw a strong game
against Vermont allowing only
five hits and one walk. The first
four Vermont runs resulted
from one hit, seven UNH errors
and one walk.
Drotos was also the hard-luck
loser in the second UMass game
when she allowed ,just fol:1-r hits
and three walks. The lone
UMass run came after two were
out in the sixth inning'. UMass'
Reed reached on an error and
advanced to third when the
Umass pitcher, Rever, who gave
up only two hits, doubled. A
single by Petroski gave UMass
the run it oeeded.
"Barb pitched well in both
games," said UNH head coach
Jane Job. "She threw strikes and
was in control on the mound."
The only UNH hits in the
game were a lead-off single in
the second inning by Wentrup
and a two-out single in the sixth
by Vickery.
The first game was a preview

SPORT SHORTS
McCarthy Player-of-th.e- Week
UNH pitcher Dennis McCarthy has been chosen
Player-of-the-W eek for the ECAC New England
baseball conference. Last Wednesday he shut out
UMass 2-0 allowing seven hits and rwo walks, while
striking out two. Saturday against Sfona he pitched
six innings, gave up two earned runs, seven hits
and three walks, and struck out three in UNH's
5-4 win. He did not figure in the decision.

Craig Scholarship Award
Philip Hugo has been named the 1985 recipient
of the Craig Scholarship Award as the outstanding
sophomore student-athlete at the University of
New Hampshire. Hugo, a two-year letter winner,
is an outstanding swimmer for the Wildcats.
A native of Medford, NJ, Hugo helped UNH to
an eighth place finish in the New England
Swimming Championships this past winter. In the
New Englands, he placed in the 500 and 1650
freestyle events and also was a member of the 400
freestyle relay team that took eighth place.
Hugo is a: Biology major at UNH. He had a 3.25
grade point average this past semester and has been
on the Dean's List two of three semesters thus far.
His overall grade point average is 3.10.
Hugo received the award this past week. Past
recipients of the award are:
1984 - Jon Gilbert, Baseball
1983 - Tom Snow, Lacrosse
1982 - Rick Leclerc, Football
1982 - Ed Landry, Swimming
Steve Glover, Lacrosse
1980 - Ed Olsen, Hockey

of the way the weekend would
go for UNH as the four UMas~
runs scored with the benefit of

SOFTBALL, page 18

of the novice 'C' boat.
In the novice 'A' boat competition, UNH again showed
their intensity. Pulling a strong
race, UNH finished second at

8:32 beating out third place
Smith at 8:41 and unable to
catch an efficient Brown boat
which finished first at 8:08.
According to Lessard, the 'A'
and 'B' boats didn't race their
best, but this weekend at the
New England Championships
he expects to see better racing.
"We will be noticed after this
race," Squadroni said, "and we'll
be watched much more carefully.
They won't take us for granted."
The UNH men and women
will. be racing at the New
England Championship s this
Saturday in Worcester, MA.
This will be their first contest
c1,gc1in:H Div i:sion Two :schooh,

schools that they will also race
at the National Championships
on May-10 and l l in Philadelphia.

The women's softball team concluded its season with three losses at the UMass Invitational held
Friday ~.nd Saturday.(Charles Smith, Jr. file photo)

-------BASEBALL------(continued from page 20)

as Bob Soucy and Jurkoic sand- · was knocked in by Norm Haynwiched walks around a pop out er' s base hit, bringing the score
and both scored on Shriner's to 4-4.
single that Siena's left fielder
UNH came out with nothing
mishandled.
in the seventh. Salsman held
Siena came back with two Siena scoreless in the top of the
runs in the third on Steve eighth, leaving the Cats a chance
Crouello's triple, Jay Flaherty's to take it in the extra inning.
single, and base hits from Jurkoic doubled to lead it off and
George Bannell and Norm Hayn- moved to third on one of two
er. They took the lead, 3-2, in consecutive ground outs. With
the fourth when Steve Borg two outs, Jurkoic on third and
singled to left, went to second Jon Hoadley at bat, Siena's
on an error, and was driven in Gorton threw a wild pitch that
on Phil Gadomski' s base hit.
gave UNH the game, 5-4.
The Wildcats tied the score
The third game was an evenat 3-3 in the fifth as Foss tripled tual 14-4 rout for UNH, which
and scored on Peter Cornellier' s was led by Marcou (2 for 5, 1
grounder that Siena's third homer, 3 rbi's), Foss (3 for 5,
basemen lost the handle on.
2 rbi's),Jurkoic (1 for 5, 3 rbi's),
Siena was held scoreless in and Soucy (2 for 4, 2 rbi's).
the fifth and sixth innings and
UNH' s Tom Charbono went
UNH took a sixth inning 4-3 5 1/3 innings giving up four
lead. Marcou took first base on r.uns for the victory. Doug
an error and advanced to se- Bergstein chalked up his first
coned on a fielder's choice. Mello save with 3· 1/3 innings of
then singled Marcou in.
scoreless relief pitching.
Salsman came in to pitch for
UNH only had a 5-4 lead until
UNH and surrendered the tying the seventh, when they touched
run. Siena's Bannell reached home plate nine times. Shriner
first on a fielder's choice, moved went to first on a Siena error,
. to second on a wild pitch and
and moved into scoring position

on Marcou' s single. A wild pitch
advanced Shriner and Marcou
to second and third. Four
straight singles (by Foss, Mello.
Ferrin, and Soucy) produced five
runs, before Chilson artdJurkoic
made outs number one and
number two in the inning.
Wilkins' base hit and David
Orr's reaching base on an error
set up the final three UNH runs .
on Marcou's three-run home
run.
The Wildcats hope to extend
their three-game winning streak
Thursday against the University
of Maine at home. Maine is
currently leading the ECAC
New England conference with
a 9-0 record, following a threegame sweep of Northeastern.UNH holds second place with
an 8-1 mark, with its only loss
coming to Northeastern a couple of weeks ago, so the thre~game set with Maine, a doubleheader Thursday and a single
game Friday, should decide the
conference champion winner:
The starting time for both days
is 1 p.m.
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Sports
Baseball team takes three from Siena
· By Tom Lane
UNH's men's baseball team
had a successful weekend as they
swept Siena College in their
three matchups, by scores of 166, 5-4, and 14-4.
The first victory was claimed
by UNH's pitcher Jon Gilbert
who went the complete 7 innings to raise his record to 31. Gilbert gave up two runs in
the first inning as Siena's Jay
Flaherty singled to start the

game and was driven in on Steve
Brenpan's home run. UNH
came back to tie the score in the
second inning.
Foss doubled and then scored
on a base hit by Kevin Mello,
who moved to second on the
throw to the plate. Tom Ferrin
singled home Mello before
UNH was retired.
The Wildcats went ahead in
the third inning as they took
advantage of some base-onballs. Stan Jurkoic led off with
a walk and scored in orl Rich
Wilkin's triple. Mike Shriner
took four balls, putting men on
first and third. After Darren
Marcou grounded out, moving
Shriner to second base, John
Foss hit safely to score two.
Mello tripled in Foss before the
surge was stymied and UNH
held a 6-2 advantage.
The UNH baseball team swept all three games against Siena over the weekend. The Wildcats face a big challenge this week when
Siena came back with four
runs in the fourth. Steve Bren- they "play Maine twice Thursday and once Friday.(Charles Smith, Jr. file photo)
nan took a base-on-balls and combined their efforts to help
scored on Norm Hayner's triple. the Cats win the second game,
Tony Feistel then walked before with Salsman getting credit for
Steve Borg knocked one out for the victory. McCarthy gave up
Siena's final three runs, and a three runs in his six innings in
tie score, 6-6.
UNH's 5-4 win, while Salsman By Larry Kelly
(Temple, Maryland, Penn - different from the defense we
Gilbert held Siena for the rest finished up the last two, giving
The .fifth-ranked University State).
-used against Penn State," said
of the game while the UNH up one run.
of New Hampshire women's
"The best feeling out of the Didio. "I was very pleased with
hitters combined base hits, ' Siena's pitcher Chris Gorton lacrosse team lost two tough last two games is how close we our defense. They played excelwalks and Siena ~rrors for 10 took the tough loss as he games over the weekend to #3 really are," said UNH Head lent."
more runs. Mello was the only watched his team give up three Penn State, 11-9, and #1 Tem- Coach Marisa Didio. "We' re no
Excellent it was. The four
Wildcat to get an extra base hit unearned runs.
ple, 4-3.
fluke at number five. We've goals by Temple was its lowest
in UNH's eight-run sixth inUNH put the first numbers
The twin losses dropped the played the top three teams in output all season.
ning, as he tripled in two runs.
on the board in the fi~st inning Wildcats record to 7-3. All three the country _and we've been very
Kittredge gave UNH a 1-0
UNH hurlers Dennis
losses have been to the current competitive with those teams. advantage 1:47 into the game.
McCarthy and Steve Salsman
to three teams in the countr
That's why we are one of the Kathy Barrett tied the score at
one at 7:11, and 23 seconds later,
top teams nationally."
Saturday afternoon, UNH Sue Yaeger gave the Lady Owls
jumped out to a quick 3-1 lead a 2-1 lead.
Barrett scored with two minover Penn State on goals by
Karen Geromini (her first of utes remaining in the half to
five), Pauline Collins and Sarah give Temple a 3-1 lead.
Haynes scored an unassisted
Kittredge.
The Lady Lions scored the tally five minutes into the
next two goals of the contest second half to bring the Wildto tie it at three at the ten minute cats back within one at 3-2.
Temple regained a two-goal
mark. The teams traded two
goals each iri the next nine lead at 9:24 when Barrett scored
her third goal of the day. Sandy
minutes to knot the score at five.
Then Penn State went on a roll. Vander-Heyden of UNH scored
Scoring six straight, PSU with six minutes left in the game
to cut the Temple lead to 4-3. _
went from a 5-4 deficit with six
'The final six minutes saw
minutes left in the first half,
to a 10-5 lead ten minutes into Temple go into a four-corner
the second half. All-American stall. UNH was able to break
Marsha Florio scored three of - it a few times, but could not
her six goals in that stretch to capifaliie.
UNH will host the ECAC
pace Penn State.
Suzie Haynes scored at the Championship this weekend at
13-minute mark to pull the Cowell Stadium. The Wildcats
Wildcats to within four at 10- are the number one seed for the
tournament.
6. Florio scored three minutes
Admission for the threelater to give the Lady Lions a
game tourney will be free.
five-goal advantage.
Geromini fired home three Friday's semi-finals will begin
goals in the last two minutes at 1 p.m. with UNH taking on
to make the final 11-9.
#4 Loyola (of .Baltimore). At 3
p.m., #2 Massachusetts and #3
Temple ( 16-0) traveled to
Durham as the defending James Madison will face-off.
The two winners will meet on
NCAA Champion and the curSaturday at 1 p.m. for the
rent #1 team in the country.
championship at Cowell StadiDefense was the name of the
um.
game Sunday. "We played a zone
The women,s lacrosse team lost to third-ranked Penn State 11-9 and top-ranked Temple 4-3 this
against Temple, which was
past weekend. (David Drouin photo)

Women's lacrosse drops tWo

